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Executive summary

The need for the Project
On completion of the Waterview project in 2017, the Western Ring Route will have been completed to
a motorway standard from its southern extent in Manukau to Albany Highway on the North Shore, with
the State Highway 18 (SH18) to State Highway 1 (SH1) connection being the final incomplete section.
As a result, the Northern Motorway Upper Harbour interchange, and the adjacent sections of SH1 and
SH18, have been identified as critical sections of Auckland’s motorway network. These sections of
State highway currently operate with significant congestion, and this congestion is predicted to worsen
following the completion of the Western Ring Route, and as a result of growth in population and
employment anticipated for Albany (including the surrounding areas) and areas further north.
The Northern Busway provides an excellent and reliable route for public transport between the
Constellation and Akoranga Bus Stations, but buses need to join the general traffic stream north of the
Constellation Bus Station.
Accordingly, the Northern Corridor Improvements Project (the Project) seeks to achieve the following
outcomes:



To help facilitate interregional travel between Auckland and Northland by completing the Western
Ring Route to motorway standard;




To improve connectivity of SH1 and SH18 interchange;
To improve safety, efficiency, reliability and the capacity of:




SH1 between SH18 and Albany; and
SH18 between SH1 and Albany Highway.



To provide safe walking and cycling facilities adjacent to SH1 and SH18 and connections to local
transport networks; and



To extend the Northern Busway from Constellation Bus Station to the Albany Bus Station.

The Project
The Project is to include the following improvements (see Figure ES1):



Upper Harbour Highway (SH18) is to be upgraded to full motorway status and separated from the
local roads;



New direct motorway to motorway connections are to be provided, from SH1 southbound to SH18
westbound, and SH18 eastbound to SH1 northbound;



Additional (fourth and fifth) lanes are to be provided northbound on SH1 between the new SH18
eastbound connection and Greville interchange;
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An additional (fourth) lane is to be provided northbound on SH1 between Greville Interchange and
Oteha Valley Interchange. This will allow an additional general traffic lane to be provided, next to
the existing climbing lane;



Additional (third and fourth) lanes are to be provided southbound on SH1 between Greville
Interchange and the new SH18 westbound connection;



Widening of the SH1 mainline (an additional lane), crossing the Upper Harbour (northbound) and
Greville Interchanges (northbound and southbound);




Extension of the Northern Busway from Constellation Bus Station to Albany Bus Station;



Modified connections are to be provided to Paul Matthews Road, with local road access retained
and walking and cycling access added along and across SH18.

Shared walking and cycle path on the eastern side of the Northern Motorway between the
Constellation Bus Station and Greville Bus Station. Further walking and cycling connections are to
be provided alongside SH18, between SH1 and the SH18 Albany Interchange; and

Figure ES1

Extent of Project Area

Oteha Valley Interchange

Albany Bus Station

Greville Road Interchange

Constellation Bus Station

Upper Harbour
Highway Interchange

Source: Base Map from LINZ

Basis of this assessment
This transport assessment has drawn on traffic and public transport forecasts from the Auckland
Regional Transport model. More detailed traffic modelling has been carried out primarily using the
Upper Harbour SATURN model. This traffic model has been used for several significant projects and
it has been updated for the purposes of this study.
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The assessment of effects during the construction of the Project has been based on forecast models
for the year 2018. The assessment of the longer term effects of the Project are based on forecast
travel demands and conditions, without and with the Project, in 2031.

Operational Effects along SH1
The Project is expected to increase daily flows on the Northern Motorway (SH1) by up to 28,600
vehicles per day, two way, in 2031, between the Greville Interchange and the SH18 direct connections
(a 21% increase). Daily flows along the Upper Harbour Motorway (SH18), east of the Albany Highway
interchange are expected to increase by 22,500 vehicles/day, two way, in 2031 (a 49% increase).
The effects of these increases will be significantly reduced by:



The provision of additional capacity along SH1, between the SH18 direct connections and Oteha
Valley Interchange;




The provision of the SH18 direct connections between SH18 and SH1 (north); and
Through the upgrade of SH18, between the Albany Highway and SH1 direct connections, to
motorway standards.

As a result, travel times are predicted to improve, relative to the future scenario without the Project,
even with these increases in flows. These improvements in travel times will vary by route, direction
and time of day, but they are predicted to include decreases of over 10 minutes during the weekday
morning and evening peaks 1.
0F

Area Wide Traffic Effects of Project
While the Project is predicted to increase flows along both SH1 and SH18, decreases in flows are
forecast on a number of parallel routes (based on 2031 traffic forecasts), most notably on:










Albany Highway (reductions of up to 5,600 vehicles per day predicted, or 22%);
Rosedale Road (reductions of up to 4,800 vehicles per day predicted, or 19%);
Bush Road (reductions approximately 4,500 vehicles per day predicted, or 14%);
William Pickering Drive (reductions of approximately 4,000 vehicles per day predicted, or 24%);
Paul Matthews Road (reductions of approximately 3,300 vehicles per day predicted, or 13%);
Apollo Drive (reductions of approximately 3,000 vehicles per day predicted, or 11%);
East Coast Road (reductions of up to 2,900 vehicles per day predicted, or 8%); and
Sunset Road (reductions of approximately 2,900 vehicles per day predicted, or 17%).

Conversely, traffic flows are predicted to increase on several arterial routes, particularly those that
feed the Greville and Oteha Valley interchanges. Most notable among these is Albany Expressway,
which is predicted to increase by up to 4,400 vehicles per day west of SH1 (an 11% increase).
In general, the Project is predicted to result in a decrease in forecast traffic flows on local streets,
except for those closest to and that connect directly to Greville and Oteha Valley Interchanges. This
will have corresponding effects on local property accesses; access will for example be improved on
local roads that experience reductions in traffic volumes.

1

Between SH1 at Oteha Valley Interchange and SH18 Albany Interchange southbound
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Effects on Public Transport
The Project will offer significant benefits for public transport in terms of providing quicker and more
reliable journeys by bus, through the extension of the Northern Busway to Albany Bus Station. In
particular, northbound buses will no longer need to travel with general traffic at the Upper Harbour
Interchange, as they leave the Constellation Bus Station. This will lead to benefits in terms of reduced
travel times for buses, greater reliability of bus services and consequently a predicted increase in bus
patronage. The increased patronage will in turn lead to less traffic congestion.
In addition, as noted above, the Project is expected to reduce general traffic volumes on several
arterial roads in the areas surrounding the Project. These reductions will provide indirect benefits to
public transport operators and users, by reducing congestion on these routes and improving bus travel
times, where bus priorities are not already in place. Key among these will be East Coast Road, Bush
Road, Rosedale Road, Apollo Drive, Paul Matthews Road, William Pickering Drive and Sunset Road,
each of which are expected to experience reduced traffic.

Effects on Pedestrians and Cyclists
The Project will include shared use paths parallel to SH1 from Oteha Valley Road to Constellation Bus
Station, and parallel to SH18 from Albany Highway to Constellation Bus Station.
The proposed SH1 shared use path will be located on the eastern side of the motorway and busway
corridors, with connections to the wider network at Oteha Valley Road, Masons Road, McClymonts
Road, Spencer Road, Greville Road, Rosedale Road, Arrenway Drive and at Constellation Bus
Station.
The proposed SH18 shared use path will be located to the north of SH18 (east of Albany Highway),
connecting to Albany Highway, William Pickering Drive, an existing shared use path beneath SH18 at
Alexandra Creek, and at Paul Matthews Road. The proposed shared use path would then cross SH18
via the realigned Paul Matthews Road, continuing east to the south of Upper Harbour Highway with
connections at Caribbean Drive and Constellation Bus Station.
Additional pedestrian/cycle facilities are to be provided at McClymonts Road and Paul Matthews Road.
In addition, and as noted above, the Project is in general expected to result in reduced traffic flows on
existing arterial routes.
In summary, it is concluded that the Project’s effects on pedestrians and cyclists will be positive, and
that the Project will result in significantly improved safety and connectivity outcomes for active modes.

Safety Effects of Project
The Project is expected to result in an increase in traffic on the motorway and local arterials leading to
the motorway, with corresponding reductions in traffic elsewhere on the local network. If all other
factors are equal, the likelihood of a crash would be expected to increase where traffic volumes
increase (as a result of increased exposure and speed), and decrease where traffic volumes reduce
(as a result of reduced exposure). As such, the reductions in traffic on the local network will have
positive effects in terms of safety.
In addition, the rate of crashes occurring on the motorway and its interchanges are also expected to
reduce, despite increases in traffic volumes and speed, because the Project will deliver a range of
safety improvements, including:



Removing motorway to motorway traffic from the local road network, especially with regards to
freight;



Removing right turn movements from SH18 at Paul Matthews Road and Caribbean Drive;
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Reducing congestion and queuing on SH1, thereby reducing the incidence of rear-end type
crashes;







Improving street lighting throughout the Project extent;
Providing increased shoulder widths;
Improving existing crash barriers;
The increased shoulder widths will allow forward visibility to be improved in certain locations; and
Providing safe, separated pedestrian and cyclist facilities.

Predictions of the crash rates for SH1 and SH18 in 2031 with and without the Project have been
developed. Crash reductions are predicted through sections of motorway that the Project will
fundamentally change, particularly on SH18 east of Albany Highway, but small crash rate increases
are predicted on sections outside the Project but where increases in traffic are expected as a result of
the Project, such as on SH18 west of Albany Highway. It is acknowledged that an increase in traffic
flows and an increase in the number of lane change manoeuvres introduced by the Project along SH1
may lead to an adverse effect in terms of the number of crashes between the Greville and Upper
Harbour Interchanges. Also, the increase in forecast speeds in this area may lead to increases in the
severity of crashes. In total however, a net reduction in annual injury crashes on the road network is
expected, relative to 2031 predictions without the Project.

Effects during construction
It is understood that the precise method and sequencing of construction will be determined at a later
date, by the contractor. However, the contractor will have to work within several constraints, as set out
in the proposed conditions. The main points to note are:



Construction is expected to take 3.5 years, but will affect different locations within the Project area
at different times;




Speed limit reductions are to be expected along SH1 and along SH18



McClymonts Road is to be kept open throughout the construction period, by the development of an
off line bridge (as far as reasonably practicable). This is to allow eastbound buses from Albany
Bus Station to reach the bus only on ramp at McClymonts Road, and to allow pedestrians to reach
the Albany Bus Station.

There is likely to be lane narrowing along SH1 and SH18, but the numbers of through traffic lanes
and the location and extent of bus shoulder lanes and bus priority facilities along SH1 are to be
retained as at present (as far as reasonably practicable); and

Therefore the main effects of the construction works identified to date relate to:





The effects of the speed limit and lane width reductions along SH1 and SH18;



The effects of construction related traffic, to and from the work sites.

The effects of potential temporary works on Rosedale Road, at the motorway bridge;
The effects of potential works along SH18 which may require the temporary banning of right turns
to/from Paul Matthews Road; and

The following points are noted in terms of predicted overall travel times during the construction period:




Evening peak effects are predicted to be greater than morning peak effects;



Operating Rosedale Road with two way, one lane working, with traffic signals, is predicted to result
in lesser effects than one way operation;



On Rosedale Road, eastbound operation is critical in the morning peak, while evening peak
operation is more balanced; and

Understandably, full closure of Rosedale Road is predicted to result in greater effects than partial
or one way closures;
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Restrictions at Paul Matthews Road are predicted to result in smaller travel time increases than the
full Rosedale Road closure.

Conclusion
The Northern Corridor Improvements Project will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of travel
along the strategically significant routes of SH1, SH18 and the Northern Busway:



The additional lanes along the mainline motorway, as well as the provision of direct connections
between SH18 and SH1 (north), will ensure effective continuity of capacity. These improvements
will offer efficiency gains throughout the Project area, which will benefit a significant volume of
traffic, including freight movements;



The extension of the Northern Busway, from the Constellation Bus Station to the Albany Bus
Station, will provide a dedicated route for buses, allowing public transport passengers reliability of
travel times;



Additions and enhancements to walking and cycling facilities will also be made as part of the
Project; and



Overall, the Project will increase traffic volumes on SH1 and SH18, while generally reducing
volumes on the local road network, for the benefit of local traffic, public transport and walking and
cycling modes.

These improvements will enhance the capacity and efficiency of movement, for people and freight
travelling within Auckland, and between Auckland and the north.
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Glossary of Abbreviations

Item

Description

AADT

Annual Average Daily Total (traffic flow)

AEE

Assessment of Environmental Effects

ART Model

Auckland Regional Transport Model

AUP

Auckland Unitary Plan (Operative in Part, 15 November 2016)

CAS

Crash Analysis System

CSA

Construction Support Area

DoT

(United Kingdom) Department of Transport

DSI

Death and serious injury

EEM

Economic Evaluation Manual

HCV

Heavy Commercial Vehicles

JMAC

Joint Modelling Applications Centre (the joint transport modelling team set up by NZ
Transport Agency, Auckland Transport and Auckland Council). The team is responsible for
running the regional transport models and for running or overseeing sub regional models)

KiwiRAP

New Zealand’s road assessment programme

IPENZ

Institute of Professional Engineers New Zealand

NZMUGS

New Zealand (Transport) Modelling User Group

ONRC

One Network Road Classification

RoNS

Roads of National Significance

SH1

State Highway 1 / Northern Motorway

SH16

State Highway 16 / Northwestern Motorway

SH17

State Highway 17 / Albany Expressway

SH18

State Highway 18 / Upper Harbour Motorway

SH20

State Highway 20 / Southwestern Motorway

SUP

Shared Use Path

T2 Lane

Transit Lane, allowing only trucks, buses and vehicles with two or more occupants

TDG

Traffic Design Group

UHH

Upper Harbour Highway

V/C ratio

Volume to capacity ratio

Terms and Definitions

Item

Description

Project

Refers to the Northern Corridor Improvements Project including the extension to the
Northern Busway and proposed Shared Use Pathway.

Project area

The area within the proposed designation(s) corridor for the Northern Corridor
Improvements Project and that area abutting this corridor.
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1

Description of Project

1.1

Project Background

The Northern Corridor Improvements Project (the Project) is an accelerated project. The Project area
covers the area of SH18 between Albany Highway and Constellation Drive, and SH1 between Upper
Harbour Highway interchange to just beyond the Oteha Valley Road Interchange as indicated on
Figure 1 below and confirmed in the suite of plans provided in Volume 5.
Figure 1

Extent of Project Area

Source: Base Map from LINZ

The Project proposes to upgrade the existing State highways within the Project area. In summary, the
key elements of the Project are as follows:






North and West Motorway Interchange connections – SH1/SH18;
State highway capacity and safety improvements;
Northern busway extension from Constellation Bus Station and connection to Albany Bus Station;
Reconfiguration of Constellation Bus Station converting it from a terminus station to a dual direction
station; and
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Shared Use Path (SUP) provision along existing SH1 and SH18 routes for the full extent of the
Project corridor:




1.2

Constellation Bus Station to Oteha Valley Road;
Constellation Drive to Albany Highway; and
Intermediate linkages to local network.

Contents of this Report

This report is set out as follows:





Section 2 provides background to the Project;




Section 5 summarises the nature of the transport modelling carried out for this assessment



Section 7 sets out the transport effects of the Project, focussing on a future design year of 2031.
These effects include area wide traffic effects, local traffic effects, safety effects, plus effects on
walking, cycling and public transport;





Section 8 sets out the transport effects of the construction phase of the Project;

Section 3 sets out the existing transport environment;
Section 4 sets out the Project details, noting that a more detailed description of the Project,
including its components and construction, is contained in section 5 of the Assessment of
Environmental Effects (AEE);
Section 6 sets out the Future Reference Case, meaning the future transport environment, without
the Project;

Section 9 summarises the results of a series of traffic modelling sensitivity tests; and
Section 10 provides conclusions.

1.3

Other Reports

This report should not be read in isolation, as it is one of a suite of technical reports that has been
prepared to inform the AEE for the Project. Other reports of relevance to the transport assessment
include:



Section 5 of the AEE and the General Arrangement plans (Volume 5) include further detail relating
to the description of the Project;



Section 7 of the AEE includes an assessment of alternatives. The authors of this report took part in
the assessment of many of the alternatives considered;



Section 8 of the AEE includes details of land owners and other affected parties, while the
Consultation Summary Report documents the consultation that has been carried out with these
affected parties;



Section 11 of the AEE considers the extent to which the Project is consistent with policies, rules
and requirements, including the requirements of the Resource Management Act;



The Design and Construction Report (Volume 3 – Technical Assessment 15) provides further
technical detail relating to the design of the Project. This report includes additional technical plans,
and it summarises the evolution of the design of the Project, such as the changes made to the
design due to the ongoing safety audit process; and



Further details relating to the construction of the Project are set out in the Design and Construction
Report.
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2

Background

2.1

Road of National Significance

There are seven Roads of National Significance (RoNS) projects that are based around New
Zealand’s five largest population centres. The focus of these projects is on moving people and freight
between and within these centres more safely and efficiently.
The Northern Corridor is part of the primary route between Auckland and Northland, and forms the
northernmost link of the Western Ring Route, which is defined as one of the RoNS. The Western Ring
Route project has an estimated cost of over $2.4 Billion. Once complete, the Western Ring Route will
be an alternative to Auckland’s SH1, linking Manukau, Auckland, Waitakere and the North Shore,
improving network resilience and travel time reliability. After the completion of the currently under
construction Waterview project, the Northern Corridor Improvements section will be the final section of
Western Ring Route not completed to motorway standard.
In addition, SH1 and SH18 are classified as high volume, nationally significant routes.
The Project covers the area of SH18 between Albany Highway and Constellation Drive, and SH1
between Upper Harbour Highway Interchange and the Oteha Valley Interchange. The busway
component of the works extends the Northern Busway further north, from Constellation Bus Station to
Albany Bus Station.
A site location map that identifies the Western Ring Route and the location of the Project is shown in
Figure 2.
Figure 2

Site Location, Western Ring Route

Northern Corridor Improvements
Project – Connection with SH1

SH18 Upper Harbour Motorway

SH16 Northwestern Motorway

SH20 Southwestern Motorway

Southern Connection at Manukau with
SH1
Source: NZ Transport Agency
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2.2

The Auckland Accelerated Projects

In a speech by Prime Minister John Key on 28 June 2013, known as the “Backing Auckland” speech,
Mr Key announced the acceleration of a number of transport projects in Auckland. The speech stated:
“Although conditions will improve as a result of current investment, the state highway network
will come under further pressure as Auckland grows.
The New Zealand Transport Agency has some projects on its books that would address
congestion, capitalise on the benefits of the Western Ring Route and improve access to the
airport.
These include projects to:



Deliver a complete motorway-to-motorway link between the Upper Harbour Highway and the
Northern Motorway at Constellation Drive, upgrade the Greville Road interchange and improve
the Northern Busway;




Widen the Southern Motorway between Manukau and Papakura; and
Reduce delays on the final State Highway 20A link to the airport from the north by upgrading it
to motorway standard.

The speech continued, stating that under funding assumptions at the time, construction of these
projects may have been up to 10 years away from starting, but that the Government was not prepared
to wait that long. The Transport Minister at the time, Minister Gerry Brownlee, asked the NZ Transport
Agency for advice on how to bring forward the construction start dates for these projects, noting that
additional funding was to be made available to enable this to happen.
Thus, the Project is one of the Government’s Auckland Accelerated Projects, implying that it has high
priority for funding and implementation.

2.3

The National State Highway Strategy

SH1, SH20, SH16 and SH18 (the Western Ring Route) are all classified as high volume, nationally
significant routes in the NZ Transport Agency’s National State Highway Strategy document 2. This is
separate from the Western Ring Route’s status as one of the RoNS, and it is the highest classification
of State highway in New Zealand and is reserved for strategic routes that provide the backbone to
national economic growth and productivity.
1F

2.4

Auckland Plan

The Auckland Plan sets out the strategy to make Auckland “the world’s most liveable city”. It sets out
the proposed approach to accommodate an expected increase of Auckland’s population by one million
people, to reach 2.5 million by 2050. The transport targets are as follows:



Double public transport from 70 million trips in 2012 to 140 million trips by 2022 (subject to
additional funding);



Increase the proportion of trips made by public transport into the city centre during the morning
peak, from 47% of all vehicular trips in 2011 to 70% by 2040;




Reduce road crash fatalities and serious injuries from 506 (2010) to no more than 410 in 2020;

2

Reduce congestion levels for vehicles on the strategic freight network to or below the average of
2006-2009 levels (average daily speed of 45 km/h and average delay of 32 seconds per kilometre)
by 2021); and

Transit New Zealand (2007), “National State Highway Strategy”, page 26
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Increase the proportion of people living within walking distance of frequent public transport stops
from 14% (2011) to 32% by 2040 3.
2F

The Plan seeks increases in the use of public transport, walking and cycling. However, growth in
population and employment activity means that congestion is forecast to worsen. The Plan therefore
foresees the need for a range of measures to manage congestion in Auckland, including completing
the State highway network, upgrading the regional arterial road network, and selected improvements
to other roads where network benefits would be achieved.
The Plan identifies the extension of the Northern Busway, from Constellation Bus Station to Silverdale
Bus Station, as a project to be implemented between 2021 and 2030 4.
3F

The Project will help deliver on these targets by extending the Northern Busway to Albany Station.
This will make public transport more reliable and therefore more attractive for users (particularly during
peak travel times). The Project will also reduce congestion for freight using SH18 and SH1, and
improve road safety.

2.5

Auckland Regional Public Transport Plan

The Auckland Regional Public Transport Plan describes the public transport network that Auckland
Transport proposes for the region. It shows the Northern Busway to Albany as forming part of the
proposed rapid transit network 5, with that (top) level of the network being defined as being on a
dedicated right of way, to achieve speed and reliability 6. The Plan identifies the extension of the
Northern Busway as part of the implementation plan, for the period 2018/19 to 2024/25 7.
4F

5F

6F

2.6

The Need for the Project

The Northern Motorway Upper Harbour Interchange and the adjacent sections of SH1 and SH18 have
been identified as critical sections of Auckland’s road network, as they sit at the northern end of the
Western Ring Route. On completion of the Waterview project in 2017, SH18 between Albany
Highway and SH1 will become the only section of the Western Ring Route that is not constructed to
motorway standard. These sections of State Highway currently operate with significant congestion,
and this congestion is predicted to get worse following the completion the Western Ring Route, and as
a result of growth in population and employment anticipated for Albany (including the surrounding
areas) and areas further north.
The Northern Busway provides an excellent and reliable route for public transport between the
Constellation and Akoranga Bus Stations, but buses need to join the general traffic stream north of the
Constellation Bus Station. Bus services are as a result subject to congestion and travel time
unreliability north of Constellation Bus Station.
The need for the Project is driven by the following:



The need to complete the Western Ring Route by bringing the final section of this route to
motorway standard;



The need to relieve both existing and predicted future traffic congestion and travel time unreliability,
particularly on SH1 and SH18, and at the interchange of these routes;



The need to free bus services from congestion and travel time unreliability north of Constellation
Bus Station by extending the Northern Busway;

3

Auckland Council (2012), “Auckland Plan”, page 312
Ibid, page 334
5 Auckland Transport (2015). “Regional Public Transport Plan”, page 27
6 Ibid, page 26
7 Ibid, page 77
4
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The need to provide safe pedestrian and cycling connections along SH1 and SH18, as well as
across both motorways; and



The need to facilitate land use development within Auckland, as well as interregional travel
between Auckland and Northland.
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3

Existing Situation

3.1

Land Use

The Project area sits within the Upper Harbour Local Board area of the Albany Ward area in Auckland.
The Upper Harbour area includes a mix of residential, commercial and light industrial land uses, and
has seen major development in recent years.
The area is home to the established Unsworth Heights community, with the Upper Harbour area
housing approximately 53,670 residents. It also includes major regional facilities such as the Rosedale
Wastewater Treatment Plant, North Harbour Hockey Stadium as well as land zoned public open space
(such as Rosedale Park). The Upper Harbour area contains a significant proportion of Auckland’s
business community, and the number of businesses has consistently grown by 5.2% in 2014 to 9,240
and grown by 58.0% in the past 10 years 8.
7F

The area services not only the local community (including the eastern residential suburbs of
Sunnynook, Rosedale, Mairangi Bay, Murrays Bay, Rothesay Bay, Pinehill, Albany and Browns Bay),
but also the wider Auckland region, particularly from the north and north-west (Dairy Flat, Helensville,
Kaukapakapa). There are a number of significant attractions in the area. Figure 3 illustrates the
approximate land use characteristics in the vicinity of the Project, highlighting:



Employment and economic activity in commercial and light industrial areas between SH1 /
Constellation Drive and Albany Expressway / Greville Road (blue);








Albany Metropolitan Centre shopping and retail precinct (green);

8

Constellation Drive retail (blue);
Massey University’s Albany Campus (yellow);
North Harbour (QBE) Stadium and North Harbour Hockey (purple);
Access to East Coast Beach areas such as Mairangi Bay and Brown’s Bay; and
Schools including Rangitoto College, Oteha Valley School, Pinehill School, Albany Senior School,
Kristin School, Pinehurst School and Albany Junior School (red circles).

Auckland Council website, statistics on the economy in the Upper Harbour Local Board area extracted 26 February 2015
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Figure 3

Main Land Uses in the North Harbour area

North Harbour Stadium
Albany Metropolitan Centre
Massey
University’s
Albany Campus
Commercial & light
industrial areas

Commercial &
light industrial
areas
North Harbour Hockey
Source: Base Map from Auckland Council GIS Viewer

3.2

Surrounding Road Hierarchy

This section refers to a number of documents which set out the road hierarchy in the area.

3.2.1

The National State Highway Strategy

As noted in Section 2.3 above, SH1, SH20, SH16 and SH18 are all classified as high volume,
nationally significant routes in the NZ Transport Agency’s National State Highway Strategy document 9.
8F

3.2.2

Auckland Unitary Plan

Figure 4 below shows the road hierarchy in the vicinity of the Project, as defined within the Auckland
Unitary Plan (AUP, Operative in Part, 15 November 2016). The routes shown in red, being SH1 and
SH18, are the nationally significant routes, as defined in the National State Highway Strategy, while all
red and blue routes are defined as Arterials within the AUP.

9

Transit New Zealand (2007), “National State Highway Strategy”, page 26
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Figure 4

Road Hierarchy

Oteha Valley Road
Greville
Road
Rosedale Road
Albany
Expressway
Apollo Drive

Bush Road

Constellation Drive
Sunset Road

Albany Highway

East Coast Road

Source: Base Map from Google

3.2.3

One Network Road Classification

The NZ Transport Agency completed a road network classficatrion system for the extent of New
Zealand in 2013, known as the One Network Road Classification (ONRC). This document aims to
ensure road classifcations are applied consistently throughout the country.
The ONRC divides New Zealand’s roads into six categories based on how busy they are, whether
they connect to important destinations, or are the only route available. Figure 5 below shows the
ONRC for the Project area.
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Figure 5

One Network Road Classification for the Project area

Source: NZ Transport Agency

3.2.4

Kiwi RAP

New Zealand’s road assessment programme is known as KiwiRAP. The programme assesses state
highway corridors with speed limits of 80 km/h or greater. This programme aims to improve the safety
of the road network through identifying and treating crashes which are of high collective and or
personal risk.
Collective Risk is a measure of the total number of fatal and serious injury crashes per kilometre over
a section of road. Because Collective Risk is measured in terms of the number of crashes per
kilometre of state highway, corridors with higher traffic volumes typically have a higher Collective Risk.
Personal Risk is a measure of the risk to each individual using the state highway being assessed.
Unlike Collective Risk, Personal Risk takes into account the traffic volumes on each section of state
highway.
Figure 6 below shows the KiwiRAP ratings for the Project area.
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Figure 6

KiwiRAP maps for the Project area

Collective Risk Map

Personal Risk Map

Source: KiwiRAP

3.3

Local Road Network

3.3.1

North-South Routes

Aside from SH1, the main north-south arterial routes on the local road network within the area of the
Project are as follows:



Albany Highway: Albany Highway is located to the west of SH1, and runs from Wairau Road,
across SH18 (SH18 Albany Interchange) and connects to Albany Expressway. The road provides
a local route, connecting the Beachhaven, Glenfield and Greenhithe areas to the North Harbour
Industrial Estate and Albany. There are several schools on Albany Highway, along with the
residential campus for Massey University;



East Coast Road: East Coast Road runs along a ridge, providing access to the East Coast Bays.
Connections to the strategic corridor from the west are via Constellation Drive, Greville Road and
Oteha Valley Road;



Albany Expressway: Albany Expressway connects the Albany Metropolitan Centre, North
Harbour Stadium and employment areas with SH1 via the Greville Interchange. Albany
Expressway is the old SH1 alignment, prior to the current SH1 alignment being constructed; and



Bush Road and Apollo Drive: These roads provide access to the North Harbour and Apollo
employment areas.
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3.3.2

East-West Routes

Aside from SH18, the main east-west arterial routes within the area of the Project are as follows:



Oteha Valley Road: Oteha Valley Road provides access between SH1 and the upper East Coast
Bays, being Long Bay and Browns Bay on the eastern side of SH1. On the western side, Oteha
Valley Road connects with the Albany Metropolitan Centre;



Constellation Drive: Constellation Drive serves as a key east-west route for drivers travelling
between SH18 (West Auckland) and the East Coast Bays, as well as providing connections to SH1
for business in the Constellation Drive and Apollo employment areas;



Greville Road: Similarly to Oteha Valley Road to the north and Constellation Drive, Greville Road
connects the East Coast Bays with SH1; and



Sunset Road and Rosedale Road (Local Road): Each of these roads provide local crossing
points across SH1, with each road passing through different land use activities. Sunset Road
serves residential suburbs, with Rosedale Road serving mixed use industrial areas.

3.4

Current Layout of SH1

The layout of SH1 through the Project area was upgraded in 2014 to provide an additional northbound
general traffic lane and a southbound bus shoulder lane, in order to reduce congestion and improve
bus operations. The current layout of SH1, between Sunnynook Bridge and the Oteha Valley
Interchange is as follows:
Northbound



Three main line lanes from the Sunnynook Bridge to the Upper Harbour Interchange off ramp,
merging to two lanes approximately 625 metres beyond the Upper Harbour off ramp;



A lane gain at the Upper Harbour on ramp, providing three main line lanes to the Greville
Interchange;



A lane drop at the Greville Interchange off ramp, providing two main line lanes through to the
Greville Interchange on ramp; and



Three main line lanes between Greville Interchange on ramp and Oteha Valley Interchange off
ramp, with the kerbside lane acting as a climbing lane for heavy and/or slow moving vehicles.

Southbound



Three main line lanes from the Oteha Valley Interchange on ramp through to the Greville
Interchange off ramp, with the mainline merging to two lanes approximately 250 metres beyond the
Greville Interchange off ramp: and



Two main line lanes through the Greville Interchange, continuing through to beyond the Sunnynook
Bridge.

This layout is shown indicatively in Figure 7.
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Figure 7

Existing SH1 Lane Arrangement

Two lanes
Three lanes

Source: Base Map from Google

The SH20 Waterview project is due for completion in 2017 and when complete, the Western Ring
Route will be complete, albeit not completely to motorway standard. The completion of the Waterview
project will place additional pressure on the SH1 Upper Harbour Interchange and on the section of
SH1 between the Upper Harbour Interchange and the Greville Interchange, noting that only two
northbound lanes cross the Greville Interchange.

3.5

Current Layout of SH18

The layout of SH18 through the Project area has recently been improved, with improved stacking
capacity being provided on the eastbound approach to the Upper Harbour Interchange with SH1.
SH18 currently terminates to the east of the Albany Highway Interchange before transitioning into a
corridor that provides local road access to the employment areas to the north (Paul Matthews Road),
residential areas to the south (Caribbean Drive) and employment and residential areas to the east
(Constellation Drive).
In order to ensure the Western Ring Route is an attractive and successful alternate route to SH1, it is
essential that the northern end of the Western Ring Route, where it connects with SH1, provides
suitable capacity and connections with SH1. Currently congestion occurs along SH18 given the
capacity constraints at the at-grade signalised intersections, with queues also occurring on the local
roads.
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The layout of the eastern section of SH18 is shown indicatively in Figure 8. It is worth noting that there
is a short section, between Paul Matthews Road and the Unsworth Drive exit, where there is only one
westbound lane.
Figure 8

Existing SH18 / Upper Harbour Highway Lane Arrangement

Paul Matthews Road

Unsworth Drive

Caribbean Drive

One lane
Two lanes
Three lanes
Source: Base Map from Google

3.6

Current Interchanges and Cross Connections along SH1

The following interchanges and cross connections exist within the Project area (from south to north):






A full interchange at SH1/Upper Harbour, with both north facing and south facing ramps;



A full interchange at SH1/Oteha Valley Road, with both north facing and south facing ramps.

Rosedale Road passes under the motorway, without any connections to/from the motorway;
A full interchange at SH1/Greville, with both north facing and south facing ramps;
McClymonts Road passes over the motorway. The only connection with the motorway is a bus
only southbound on ramp; and

The interchange locations are shown indicatively in Figure 7.
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3.6.1

SH1 Upper Harbour Interchange

Upper Harbour Interchange includes both north facing and south facing ramps, with signalised
intersections at the two intersections of the motorway ramps with Upper Harbour Drive (northbound
ramps) and Constellation Drive (southbound ramps).
The interchange includes the following features (see Figure 9):



Southbound buses have a short bus lane on the southbound off ramp, and can enter the
Constellation Bus Station at the foot of the southbound on ramp;






Both on ramps are metered, with two lane stop lines;
The southbound on ramp has a T2 lane which bypasses the ramp meter signals;
The northbound on ramp has a bus lane which bypasses the ramp meter signals; and
The posted speed limit through the interchange (on the local road) is 50 km/hour.

Figure 9

Existing Layout at Upper Harbour/Constellation Interchange

N

Source: Base Map from Google
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3.6.2

Rosedale Road

Rosedale Road passes under the Northern Motorway, with no connections between the two, as shown
in Figure 10 below.
Figure 10

Existing Layout at SH1 and Rosedale Road

N

Source: Base Map from Google

3.6.3

SH1 Greville Interchange

The Greville interchange includes both north facing and south facing ramps. The interchange includes
the following features (see Figure 11):



The intersection of the northbound ramps with Albany Expressway is controlled by a signalised
intersection, which replaced a roundabout layout in 2015;



The intersection of the southbound ramps with Greville Road is controlled by a signalised tear drop
roundabout, which prevents drivers on Greville Road (east) from performing a U-turn within the
Interchange. The Greville Road (west) approach is signalised, in order to give priority to a short
bus lane on the southbound off ramp (for Northern Express services) and to allow vehicles from the
off ramp to enter the roundabout. The southbound off ramp is also signalised to provide a
pedestrian crossing of this leg. However, the approach from Greville Road (east) is not signalised;



Ramp metering signals operate on the southbound on ramp only, with the ramp including a T2 and
Bus bypass lane; and



The northbound on ramp consists of a sharp loop, which joins SH1 as a lane gain.
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Figure 11

Existing Layout at Greville Interchange

N

Source: Base Map from Google

3.6.4

McClymonts Road

McClymonts Road passes over SH1, on a two lane bridge as shown in Figure 12. This bridge
accommodates pedestrians on the northern side only. There are no connections between
McClymonts Road and SH1 for general traffic, but there is a bus only southbound on ramp, for buses
travelling from the Albany Bus station. Buses travelling from this station need to travel beyond the on
ramp, U-turning at the McClymonts Road/Medallion Drive roundabout before turning left onto the bus
only on ramp.
There is also a bus only northbound off ramp, just to the north of McClymonts Road, for buses
travelling toward the Albany Bus Station.
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Figure 12

Existing Layout at SH1 and McClymonts Road

N

Source: Base Map from Google

3.6.5

SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange

The Oteha Valley Interchange includes both north facing and south facing ramps, with signalised
intersections at the two intersections of the motorway ramps with Oteha Valley Road, as shown in
Figure 13.
The layout includes a northbound bus only on ramp for traffic exiting the Albany Busway Station. This
on ramp joins the general traffic off ramp, with buses either using the northbound on ramp to head to
Silverdale, or turning right onto Oteha Valley Road.
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Figure 13

Existing Layout at Oteha Valley Interchange

Bus Only on ramp

Bus Only off ramp
Source: Base Map from Google

3.7

Current Connections along SH18

The following interchanges/intersections exist within the Project area:







A full interchange at SH1/Upper Harbour (see Section 3.6.1 above);
An at grade T-intersection with Caribbean Drive;
An at grade T-intersection with Paul Mathews Road;
An off ramp (for left turning traffic only) into Unsworth Drive; and
A full interchange at Albany Highway, with both east facing and west facing ramps.

The interchange locations are shown indicatively in Figure 8.

3.7.1

SH18/Caribbean Drive

Caribbean Drive ties into SH18 at a signalised T-intersection, as shown in Figure 14. The key
features are as follows:



There is a very short distance from the SH18/Caribbean Drive signals back to the Caribbean
Drive/Barbados Drive roundabout, such that queues extend back from the single right turn lane
onto SH18 frequently block the roundabout;
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The right turn bay for traffic turning into Caribbean Drive is very short, meaning that this right turn
sometimes blocks through traffic (mainly during the weekday evening peak); and



There are no pedestrian facilities along the northern side of SH18, and therefore no facilities for
pedestrians across SH18

Figure 14

Existing Layout at SH18/Caribbean Drive and SH18/Paul Matthews Road

Source: Base Map from Google

3.7.2

SH18/Paul Matthews Road

Paul Matthews Road ties into SH18 at a signalised T-intersection, as shown in Figure 14. The key
features are as follows:



Westbound through traffic bypasses the intersection, via a “seagull” arrangement. (In other words,
through traffic travelling west is shown a constant green arrow at the signals);



The number of lanes for westbound traffic reduces from two to one, in the vicinity of this
intersection;



Traffic turning right out from Paul Matthews Road at the signalised intersection then merge into the
single westbound lane with through traffic;



Traffic turning left out from Paul Matthews Road merge with eastbound through traffic (i.e. the left
turn is not signalised); and



There are no pedestrian facilities across SH18.

3.7.3

SH18/Unsworth Drive

Westbound along SH18 (i.e. west from the Paul Matthews Road intersection), there is an exit to a
petrol service station, followed by a westbound off ramp into Unsworth Drive, as shown in Figure 15.
Traffic using this off ramp has to make a tight left turn, into this local street.
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Figure 15

Existing Layout at SH18/Unsworth Drive and Albany Highway Interchange

Source: Base Map from Google

3.7.4

SH18/Albany Highway Interchange

Continuing westwards, is the interchange of SH18 with Albany Highway, as shown in Figure 15. This
interchange provides full east facing and west facing ramps.

3.8

Existing Traffic Flows

Daily traffic flows along SH1 and SH18 have been sourced from the NZ Transport Agency Traffic
Management System database, and the Auckland Transport count database. Traffic flows recorded in
March 2015 have been downloaded and are summarised in Figure 16 and Figure 17, representing
average weekday and weekend flows.
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Figure 16

Existing Weekday Traffic Flows (average daily vehicles in March 2015)

Figure 17

Existing Saturday (left) and Sunday (right) Traffic Flows (average daily vehicles, March 2015)

Two way flows along SH1 in March 2015 were as follows (see Table 1):
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Table 1

SH1 Two Way Daily Volumes (March 2015)

Section of motorway

Weekday

Saturday

Sunday

Between Greville and Oteha Valley Interchanges

75,300

73,000

66,900

Between Upper Harbour and Greville
Interchanges

108,100

104,600

94,800

Between Tristram Avenue and Upper Harbour
Interchanges

119,000

111,700

100,400

It can be seen that:




The flows on SH1 reduce as one goes north; and
Weekend flows are generally less than weekday flows, although Saturday flows are only a few per
cent lower than those on weekdays.

In relation to SH18, existing weekday traffic volumes are provided in Figure 18.
Figure 18

Existing Weekday Traffic Flows: SH18 (average daily vehicles in March 2015)

Daily traffic volumes recorded on arterials surrounding the core study area are summarised in Table 2.
Table 2

Daily Traffic Flows on Key Local Roads (vehicles per day)

Road

Section of Road

5 Day Daily Flow
(Two Way)

Date of Data

Apollo Drive

Constellation Drive to Antares Place

21,400

February 2015

Albany Highway

Sunset Road to Unsworth Drive

30,100

September 2015

Caribbean Drive

Mandeville Rise to Goldfinch Rise

10,000

June 2015

Constellation Drive

Parkway Drive to Atlas Place

15,200

February 2015

East Coast Road

Greville Road and Oaktree Avenue

15,600

June 2015

East Coast Road

Sunset Road and Constellation Drive

12,600

August 2015

Greville Road

SH1 Interchange and Hugh Green Drive

11,100

March 2015

Oteha Valley Road

East Coast Road and Mayfair Village

29,500

March 2015

Rosedale Road

Triton Drive to Tawa Drive

19,200

March 2015
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3.9

Existing Traffic Flow Profiles

Existing peak hour traffic flow profiles are provided in the diagrams within Appendix A. These show
the peak hour flow profiles along the motorway, in each direction, on a weekday, as well as on a
Saturday and Sunday.
This information indicates that there are strong directional flows on SH1 in both peak periods (i.e.
traffic in one direction is substantially higher than the other), with SH18 only experiencing a
considerable flow difference in the morning peak hour. Generally, the northbound traffic on SH1 is
greatest in the weekday evening peak hour, while the southbound direction is busiest during the
weekend peak hour, followed by the morning peak hour. However the morning peak flows are
constrained by the significant congestion experienced along the corridor during this period (refer
Section 3.11.2).

3.10

Peak Traffic Flows

The plots in Appendix A indicate that the weekday peak hours are 6:00 to 7:00 am in the southbound
and eastbound directions, 4:00 to 5:00 pm in the northbound direction, and 5:00 to 6:00 pm in the
westbound direction.
The diagrams also provide information on the existing peak flows at weekends. The information
indicates that the weekend peak typically occurs between 10:00 am and 1:00 pm. Furthermore, the
weekend peak at Upper Harbour Interchange on SH1 and on SH18 west of Paul Matthews Road is
greater than the midweek peak traffic volume.
It should be noted that these flows represent the volumes that can get to or through a particular
section of road. That is to say, they do not represent the demand flows at peak periods.

3.11

Existing Operation of the Motorway Network

This section of SH1 and associated interchanges currently experiences high levels of congestion,
resulting in delays and unreliable journey times. This is documented further in Section 3.11.2, in terms
of minimum, maximum and average existing motorway journey times and speeds.
“Heat maps” showing areas of congestion along SH1, both during weekdays and at weekends, are
provided within Appendix A.
Congestion along SH1 on weekdays is currently predominantly “tidal”, i.e. southbound in the morning
peak and northbound in the evening peak:



Southbound congestion in the weekday morning peak is a result of bottlenecks to the south of the
Project area. While predominantly a morning peak issue, southbound congestion though Upper
Harbour Interchange also occurs during the inter peak and evening peak periods, at the merges at
the Greville and Upper Harbour southbound on ramps;



The ultimate southbound bottleneck is the SH1/Esmonde Road interchange, where a busy on ramp
joins three already full through lanes. Slow moving traffic regularly extends back through the
Greville Road interchange, and often back to McClymonts Road or Oteha Valley Road, during the
morning peak period; and



Northbound flow breaks down during the weekday evening peak due to the reduction from three to
two traffic lanes on SH1 within the Upper Harbour Interchange.

Congestion occurs at weekends, mainly on SH1 between the Upper Harbour and Greville
Interchanges, in both directions:



In the southbound direction, the bottleneck relates to the two lane section of SH1 from the Greville
Interchange on ramp through to the Tristram Interchange off ramp; and
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In the northbound direction, no areas of congestion are shown in the heat maps at Appendix A,
but congestion is known to occur from time to time at the three to two lane merge within the Upper
Harbour Interchange.

For the SH18 corridor, between Albany Highway and Constellation Drive, there is currently inherent
conflict between ‘through-traffic’ and ‘local access’ traffic. There are four sets of traffic signals that
restrict strategic traffic flow travelling between the SH18 and SH1 motorways, two of which provide
local access 10.
9F

3.11.1

Northern Motorway Improvements

The northbound auxiliary (i.e. third) lane between the Upper Harbour and Greville Interchanges was
constructed in 2014. While the auxiliary lane did not remove the northbound constraint within the
Upper Harbour Interchange, it has improved the operation of the merge and weave section between
the Upper Harbour and Greville Interchanges.
Figure 19 shows the improvements observed in corridor performance, by comparing the 2013 travel
times against those observed in 2015. While there has been an increase in traffic exiting SH1 at the
Upper Harbour Interchange (as a response to the construction works on the Northwestern Motorway
associated with the Western Ring Route project and growth at Hobsonville), the impacts of this
reassignment on SH1 northbound travel times between the Upper Harbour and Greville Interchanges
are likely to be minor, given that the Auckland Harbour Bridge controls the amount of traffic entering
the North Shore.
Figure 19

Northbound Travel Times (Tristram to Oteha Valley Interchanges) – PM Peak (Average 4-6pm)

Source: Flow

10

These are: two set of signals at the SH1 Upper Harbour Interchange, which operate under coordinated signal settings, plus
the intersections of SH18 with Caribbean Drive and Paul Matthews Road.
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3.11.2

Recorded Journey Times

Three-day-average journey time data for Tuesdays to Thursdays, obtained from the TomTom
database, has been provided by the Transport Agency, for March 2015 11. The following eight journey
time routes have been analysed:
10 F



Route 1 and 2: between the SH18 Albany Highway Interchange and the SH1 Oteha Valley
Interchange, via SH18 and SH1;



Route 3 and 4: between the Oteha Valley Road/Albany Highway intersection and the SH1 Tristram
Interchange, via Albany Expressway (SH17) and SH1;




Route 5 and 6: SH1 between the Tristram Interchange and the Oteha Valley Interchange; and
Route 7 and 8: between the SH18 Albany Highway Interchange and the SH1 Tristram Interchange,
via SH18 and SH1.

Figure 20 below illustrates each of the journey time routes.
Figure 20

TomTom Journey Time Routes

Source: Base Map from Google

A summary of the recorded journey times for each of the routes is summarised in Table 3. This table
provides minimum (5th percentile), maximum (95th percentile) and average observed times.

11

Data for Tuesdays to Thursdays has been taken as these are normally accepted as “neutral weekdays”.
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Table 3

Recorded 2015 Journey Times (mm:ss) and Average Speeds (km/h) (5th and 95th Percentile Journey
Times in Brackets)

Route Description
Route 1 – SH18 Albany Highway Interchange
to SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange

Morning Peak

Inter Peak

Evening Peak

7:30 (42 km/h)

5:45 (55 km/h)

6:30 (49 km/h)

(4:05 to 22:30)

(3:55 to 9:00)

(4:00 to 11:20)

Route 2 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH18 Albany Highway Interchange

21:45 (16 km/h)

6:20 (54 km/h)

9:00 (38 km/h)

(7:25 to 38:00)

(4:15 to 8:30)

(4:50 to 15:15)

Route 3 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to
Oteha Valley Road/Albany Highway
Intersection

7:45 (55 km/h)

7:50 (54 km/h)

12:25 (34 km/h)

(4:55 to 10:30)

(4:45 to 10:40)

(5:40 to 19:50)

Route 4 – Oteha Valley Road/Albany
Highway Intersection to SH1 Tristram
Interchange

23:25 (18 km/h)

7:35 (55 km/h)

12:15 (34 km/h)

(9:55 to 48:40)

(5:05 to 10:50)

(5:05 to 22:35)

Route 5 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

4:45 (78 km/h)

4:50 (77 km/h)

8:05 (46 km/h)

(3:50 to 5:35)

(3:50 to 5:40)

(4:05 to 11:45)

Route 6 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH1 Tristram Interchange

27:15 (14 km/h)

4:35 (81 km/h)

7:15 (51 km/h)

(9:25 to 42:05)

(3:55 to 5:25)

(4:00 to 14:00)

Route 7 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH18
Albany Highway Interchange

7:10 (44 km/h)

5:35 (56 km/h)

11:15 (28 km/h)

(3:40 to 11:15)

(3:40 to 7:20)

(4:30 to 19:25)

18:10 (18 km/h)

5:40 (56 km/h)

9:15 (34 km/h)

(3:25 to 31:50)

(3:40 to 8:05)

(3:50 to 19:45)

Route 8 – SH18 Albany Highway Interchange
to SH1 Tristram Interchange

Table 3 above demonstrates the congestion currently experienced along SH1 and SH18 during times
of high traffic flows, with average speeds as low as 14 km/h recorded. The table also demonstrates
the relatively poor travel time reliability currently experienced on many of the surveyed routes. For
example, southbound travel times on SH1 during the morning peak range from 10 to 49 minutes, with
an average time of 23 minutes.

3.12

Crashes within Project Area

A high level crash assessment has been carried out for the Project area. A search of the NZ
Transport Agency’s Crash Analysis System (CAS) has been completed for various five-year time
frames dependent upon construction and completion of road upgrades within the study area.
The Project area has been assessed in sections as follows:



SH1 Northbound from Sunset Road to McClymonts Road from 2009 to 2013 inclusive (prior to
commencement of the construction works northbound on SH1);



SH1 Northbound from Sunset Road to McClymonts Road during 2015 (post completion of the
construction works);





SH1 – Southbound from McClymonts Road to Sunset Road from 2011 to 2015 inclusive;



Greville Interchange immediate surrounds - West of SH1 during 2015 (post completion of the
construction works);

SH18 –west of Unsworth Drive to SH1 from 2011 to 2015 inclusive;
Greville Interchange immediate surrounds - West of SH1 from 2009 to 2013 inclusive (prior to
commencement of the construction works which included changing the former roundabout on the
western side of the interchange with traffic signals, and the partial signalisation of the eastern
roundabout);
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Upper Harbour Interchange – Mainline within interchange from 2011 to 2015 inclusive; and
Pedestrian and cyclist crashes – Bush Road to Apollo Drive from 2011 to 2015 inclusive.

In addition, a 2011 to 2015 CAS search has been undertaken in the surrounding area to help
understand pedestrian and cyclist crashes on alternative active mode routes. The wider study area
was that bounded by Bush Road, SH18, Apollo Drive, Hugh Green Drive, Greville Road and Albany
Expressway.
The extent of the areas assessed is shown within Figure 21.
Crash diagrams are included within Appendix B.
Figure 21

Extent of Areas of Crash Analysis

Source: Base Map from Google
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3.12.1

SH1 Northbound from Sunset Road to McClymonts Road, 2009 to
2013

A total of 366 crashes were reported on SH1 northbound from Sunset Road to McClymonts Road
between 2009 and 2013 (inclusive). Of these crashes:




67 crashes were reported as resulting in minor injuries; and
2 crashes were reported as resulting in a serious injury.

Crashes have been categorised and recorded as having particular crash factors associated with them.
Of the 366 reported crashes the following crash factors were reported:



11% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of loss of control and/ or speed (39
crashes);



58% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of intimidating driving, following too closely
and/or failure to notice car slowing (214 crashes);



16% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of swerving, changing lanes and/ or
overtaking (58 crashes); and



15% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of ‘other’ including unsecured load, alcohol,
inexperience, obstruction on road, attention diverted and/ or illness (55 crashes).

3.12.2

SH1 Northbound from Sunset Road to McClymonts Road during 2015

A total of 35 crashes were reported on SH1 northbound from Sunset Road to McClymonts Road
during 2015 (post completion of the construction works). Of these crashes:



9 crashes were reported as resulting in minor injuries.

Of the 35 reported crashes, the following crash factors were reported:



37% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of loss of control and/ or speed (13
crashes);



11% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of following too closely and/or failure to
notice car slowing (4 crashes);



29% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of swerving, changing lanes and/ or
overtaking (10 crashes); and



23% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of ‘other’ including alcohol, drugs,
emotional, attention diverted and/ load not secured (8 crashes).

3.12.3

SH1 Southbound from Sunset Road to McClymonts Road, 2011 to
2015

A total of 210 crashes were reported on SH1 southbound from Sunset Road to McClymonts Road
between 2011 and 2015 (inclusive). Of these crashes:




41 crashes were reported as resulting in minor injuries; and
6 crashes were reported as resulting in serious injury.

Of the 210 reported crashes, the following crash factors were reported:



14% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of loss of control and/ or speed (29
crashes);



60% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of intimidating driving, following too closely
and/or failure to notice car slowing (125 crashes);



18% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of swerving, changing lanes and/ or
overtaking (38 crashes); and
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9% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of ‘other’ including alcohol, emotional
(intentional collision), obstruction on road, attention diverted and/ or fatigue (18 crashes).

3.12.4

SH18 – West of Unsworth Drive to SH1 from 2011 to 2015

A total of 61 crashes were reported on SH18 between SH1 and just west of Unsworth Drive from 2011
to 2015 inclusive. Of these crashes:



12 crashes were reported as resulting in minor injuries.

Of the 61 reported crashes, the following crash factors were reported:




11% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of loss of control and/ or speed (7 crashes);



28% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of swerving, changing lanes and/ or
overtaking (17 crashes);



5% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of failure to give way at a priority traffic
control and/or failure to give way when turning (3 crashes); and



10% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of ‘other’ including alcohol, foot slipping off
pedal, illness, attention diverted and/ dazzled by sun (6 crashes).

46% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of following too closely, misjudging the
speed of their own vehicle and/or failure to notice car slowing (28 crashes);

3.12.5

Greville Road Interchange (and immediate surrounds west of SH1) 12
2009 to 2013
1F

A total of 154 crashes were reported on and immediately around the Greville Road Interchange from
2009 to 2013 inclusive (prior to completion of the construction works). Of these crashes:



10 crashes were reported as resulting in minor injuries.

Of the 154 reported crashes, the following crash factors were reported:




2% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of loss of control and/ or speed (4 crashes);



14% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of failure to give way at a priority traffic
control and/or failure to give way when turning (22 crashes);



63% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of being too far right or left, travelling
straight ahead from a turning lane, changing lanes, incorrect position on the road, turning from
incorrect lane, not checking for other vehicles and/or failure to signal (97 crashes); and



7% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of ‘other’ including alcohol, evading
enforcement, slipped pedal, attention diverted and/ or inexperience (11 crashes).

13% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of following too closely and/or failure to
notice car slowing (20 crashes);

3.12.6

Greville Road Interchange (and immediate surrounds west of SH1
during 2015

A total of 30 crashes were reported on and immediately around the Greville Road Interchange in 2015
(post completion of the construction works). Of these crashes:



4 crashes were reported as resulting in minor injuries.

Of the 30 reported crashes, the following crash factors were reported:


12

17% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of loss of control and/ or speed (5 crashes);

Around 100 m from interchange on all legs
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20% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of following too closely and/or failure to
notice car slowing (6 crashes);



3% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of failure to give way at a priority traffic
control and/or failure to give way when turning (1 crash);



47% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of being too far right or left, changing lanes,
overtaking, incorrect position on the road, turning from incorrect lane, not checking for other
vehicles and/or failure to signal (14 crashes); and



13% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of ‘other’ including alcohol, attention
diverted, hitting parked vehicle and/ or inexperience (4 crashes).

3.12.7

Upper Harbour Highway Interchange (and immediate surrounds east
and west of SH1) 13
12F

A total of 109 crashes were reported on and immediately around the Upper Harbour Highway
Interchange from 2011 to 2015 inclusive (post completion of the construction works). Of these
crashes:



24 crashes were reported as resulting in minor injuries.

Of the 109 reported crashes, the following crash factors were reported:




7% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of loss of control and/ or speed (8 crashes);



35% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of being too far right or left, failure to give
way at a priority traffic control, travelling straight ahead from a turning lane, incorrect merging or
lane change, incorrect position on the road, turning from incorrect lane, not checking for other
vehicles, misjudged intentions of other drivers, cutting corners, blind spot, and/or failure to signal
(38 crashes); and



12% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of ‘other’ including alcohol, obstruction on
road, parking brake not applied, fatigue, attention diverted and/ or unsecured load (13 crashes).

46% of crashes were reported as having a crash factor of following too closely, misjudging speed
of own or other vehicle and/or failure to notice car slowing (50 crashes);

3.12.8

Pedestrian and Cyclist Crashes in Wider Study Area 2011 to 2015
inclusive

A search of the CAS database between Bush Road and Apollo Drive (refer Figure 21) shows that
from 2011 to 2015 inclusive, eight crashes have been reported involving pedestrians and ten crashes
involving cyclists were reported.
Of the 18 crashes, ten resulted in minor injuries and three resulted in serious injuries. One serious
crash occurred at the intersection of Constellation Drive and Atlas Place, where a right turning car
failed to give way to a cyclist. A second occurred on Greville Road where a vehicle collided with a
pedestrian on the street. The third occurred at the intersection of Rosedale Road and Hugh Green
Drive, where a car failed to give way and collided with a cyclist.
It is noted that four of the reported crashes occurred at the intersection of Parkway Drive and
Constellation Drive.
A summary of the crashes reported in CAS within the Project area is provided in below in Table 4.

13

Around 50 m east and west of the interchange noting that some crash data may be replicated in CAS data provided for SH18
from = Unsworth Drive to SH1
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Table 4

Reported Crashes in Project Area (CAS database)

Route

Average crashes/year

SH1 Northbound from Sunset
Road to McClymonts Road
from 2009 to 2013

0.4 serious injury crashes
13 minor injury crashes

9.0 minor injury crashes

SH1 – Southbound from
McClymonts Road to Sunset
Road from 2011 to 2015

1.2 serious injury crashes

SH18 –SH1 to west of
Unsworth Drive from 2011 to
2015

2.4 minor injury crashes

Greville Interchange and
immediate surrounds west of
SH1 from 2009 to 2013

2.0 minor injury crashes

Greville Interchange and
immediate surrounds west of
SH1 during 2015

4.0 minor injury crashes

Bush Road to Apollo Drive Pedestrian and Cyclist 2011
to 2015

Following too closely, intimidating behaviour
and/or failure to notice car slowing

73 total crashes

SH1 Northbound from Sunset
Road to McClymonts Road
during 2015

Upper Harbour Interchange
and immediate surrounds
east of SH1 from 2011 to
2015

Predominant crash factor/s

35 total crashes

8.2 minor injury crashes

Loss of control and/or speed

Following too closely, intimidating behaviour
and/or failure to notice car slowing

42 total crashes

12 total crashes

31 total crashes

30 total crashes
4.8 minor injury crashes
22 total crashes

Following too closely, misjudging speed of own
vehicle and/or failure to notice car slowing
Too far right or left, incorrect lane position,
changing lanes, not checking for other vehicles
and/ or failure to signal
Too far right or left, incorrect lane position,
changing lanes, not checking for other vehicles
and/ or failure to signal
Following too closely, misjudging speed of own
vehicle and/or failure to notice car slowing

0.6 serious injury
2.0 minor injury

Vehicle failed to give way, pedestrian crossing
‘heedless of traffic’

4.8 total crashes

Further analysis of the crashes reported in the Project area shows that the majority of crashes were
rear-end/obstruction crashes. This is not unexpected in congested motorway conditions.
Changing lanes, overtaking and merging crashes were also noted as common crash events.
Serious Injury only crash maps indicate that crashes are scattered and are not concentrated within
particular areas. There are no specific areas that have a noticeably higher number of crashes or
crash types. However there may be localised problematic areas on the network which affect the
overall safety of the network.

3.13

Pedestrian and Cycle Facilities

Pedestrians and cyclists are not currently allowed to travel along the SH1 motorway corridor.
The SH1 and SH18 corridors both present significant barriers to walking and cycling accessibility, with
a general lack of provision along or across these routes. The Upper Harbour Highway and Greville
Interchanges both form part of the existing or proposed Regional Cycle Network. While improvements
at the Greville Interchange have recently been introduced, facilities through the Upper Harbour
Interchange are limited.
Along SH18, there is a footpath on the southern side between the Upper Harbour Interchange and
Caribbean Drive, but no facilities further west. Therefore, there is no walking/cycling connection
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between the Constellation Bus Station and the employment area and the North Harbour Hockey
stadium within the North Harbour Business Park (via Paul Matthews Road).
The majority of the other (i.e. non State highway) corridors in the area provide footpaths on both sides
of the road, with a few exceptions. Existing cycle facilities are provided along a few routes, or sections
of routes, with several significant gaps present. The gaps prevent cyclists from having a continuous,
well connected route to their destination and often leave cyclists with no safe facility in the most
challenging locations e.g. intersections and interchanges.
Auckland Transport undertakes cycle counts at specified locations annually. Count locations near the
Project include:






Oteha Valley Road / SH17 (Albany Expressway) / Albany Highway;
Rosedale Road / Bush Road;
Rosedale Road / East Coast Road; and
Upper Harbour Drive / Albany Highway.

A summary of the total cyclists surveyed at the above locations for the last five years are summarised
in Table 5. Results reflect the cyclists surveyed between 6:00am to 9:00am and 4:00pm to 7:00pm.
Table 5

Annual Cycle Count Summary (2011 – 2015)

Intersection

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Oteha Valley Road / SH17 / Albany Highway

82

128

85

60

59

Rosedale Road / Bush Road

85

63

100

80

93

Rosedale Road / East Coast Road

143

118

112

85

104

Upper Harbour Drive / Albany Highway

148

187

134

75

87

Greater detail, in terms of the type of cyclist is included in the Albany Ward 2015 Auckland Region
Manual Cycle Monitoring report 14.
13F

An extract from Auckland Transport’s Northern Cycle Map which depicts the Project area is shown in
Figure 22.

14

Gravitas Report, prepared for Auckland Transport, 2015 Auckland Region Manual Cycle Monitoring – Albany Ward, dated
May 2015
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Figure 22

Auckland Transport Northern Cycle Map

Source: Auckland Transport 15
14F

The map shows that dedicated cycle facilities are provided along Rosedale Road. The Albany
Highway (north) project, now nearing completion, is providing good facilities for cyclists along Albany
Highway, between Albany Interchange with SH18 and Oteha Valley Road.

15

https://at.govt.nz/media/399608/northern-cycle-map.pdf
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3.14

Public Transport Services

The public transport network currently in operation in the Project area is shown in Figure 23.
Figure 23

Existing Public Transport Network

Source: Auckland Transport 16
15F

The busiest bus route relates to the Northern Express, which operates between the City Centre,
Constellation Bus Station and Albany Bus Station, with some services continuing to Silverdale Bus
Station. Each of the bus stations located within the Project area provide Park and Ride facilities.
Demand for these Park and Ride facilities is high, with both the Constellation and Albany facilities
reaching 100% occupancy on weekdays, with parking generally overspilling onto the neighbouring
streets.
With the Northern Busway currently terminating at the Constellation Bus Station, Northern Express
services and other Busway services must mix with general traffic to reach Albany Bus Station and the
Silverdale Park and Ride facility. This requires buses to circulate through the Upper Harbour
Interchange and typically to share motorway lanes with general traffic. Southbound buses also exit
the motorway at the Greville Interchange, passing through this interchange.
A number of bus priority measures exist in the areas surrounding the Project, including:




A bus only northbound off ramp at McClymonts Road, directly feeding Albany Bus Station;



A bus only southbound on ramp from McClymonts Road, indirectly servicing southbound buses
from Albany Bus Station;



Southbound bus shoulder lanes operate on SH1 during the commuter peaks, between the Greville
and Upper Harbour Interchanges;

16

A bus only on ramp from Albany Bus Station, onto the Oteha Valley northbound off ramp, for buses
continuing further north, to Silverdale or Oteha Valley Road;

Auckland Transport (June 2016), “Northern Bus Guide”
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A short length of bus lane on the Greville Interchange southbound off ramp;





Upper Harbour Interchange southbound off ramp (bus priority lane);

Greville Interchange southbound on ramp (T2 lane), noting that the priority lane is heavily utilised,
resulting in buses being delayed on this facility;
Upper Harbour Interchange northbound on ramp (bus ramp meter bypass lane); and
T2 lanes operate along Constellation Drive during the peak commuter periods.

In August 2016, Auckland Transport implemented a new, zone based fare structure for public
transport services across the region. This new fare structure allows passengers to transfer between
public transport services without receiving a fare penalty, and will make it easier for users to make
transfers at Albany and Constellation Bus Stations.
The public transport network currently operating on the North Shore is scheduled to change in 2018 –
approximately at the time construction of the Project commences. This future new network is
documented in Section 6.2.1.

3.15

Public Transport Demands

Surveys of the use of the Albany and Constellation Bus Stations were carried out in March 2013. The
results are summarised at Table 6.
Table 6

Busway Station Patronage, 2013

Morning Period
0930)
Boarding

(0630-

Alighting

Evening Period
1830)
Boarding

(1530-

Alighting

Daily (0630-1830)
Boarding

Alighting

Albany

2,060

290

290

1,810

2,940

2,710

Constellation

1,610

390

460

1,250

2,640

2,200

The mode split of persons arriving at the stations are set out in Table 7.
Table 7

Busway Station Morning Period (0630-0930) Modes of Arrival, 2013

Public Transport

Active Modes

Private Car

Bus

Bus
(transfers)

Pedestrian Cyclists

Kiss &
Ride

Park & Ride Park & Ride
(at station) (on street)

Albany

5%

7%

9%

1%

23%

51%

4%

Constellation

10%

11%

27%

1%

18%

22%

11%

The flows using the Busway itself, during the weekday morning peak period, in 2013, were 2,600
southbound passengers between Albany and Constellation Bus Stations, and 5,700 passengers
between Constellation and Sunnynook. The number trips made by public transport has been
increasing annually.

3.16

Public Transport Journey Times

Buses travelling between Albany Bus Station and Constellation Bus Station use a combination of bus
only facilities (such as bus on and off ramps at McClymonts Road, priority facilities (such as the ramp
signal bypass lane at the Upper Harbour Interchange northbound on ramp), shoulder lanes along the
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motorway, and general traffic lanes (such as those at the Upper Harbour Interchange for northbound
buses leaving the Constellation Bus Station). This results in variable travel times, which are
summarised at Figure 24 and Figure 25, which show bus running times across a month of operation
in May 2016.
Figure 24

Southbound Bus Travel Times between Albany and Constellation Bus Station, May 2016
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Northbound Bus Travel Times between Constellation and Albany Station, May 2016
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The above figures indicate that southbound average travel times range from about 5 minutes to 8
minutes, with maximum times of over 12 minutes generally occurring in the morning peak period.
Northbound average travel times range from about 5 minutes to 7 minutes, with maximum times of
about 13 minutes occurring in the evening peak period.
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Both figures above demonstrate that there is significant variability in bus travel times, particularly in the
evening peak for northbound bus travel, but throughout the day for southbound bus travel.

3.17

Freight

SH1 is an important route for freight travelling between Auckland and Whangarei and Northland. The
Heavy Commercial Vehicle (HCV) percentage, based on available traffic information, is as high as 8%
in 2015, as recorded on the Upper Harbour Interchange southbound off ramp, and 5% on SH1, north
of the Upper Harbour Interchange.
The average daily number of HCVs on SH1, travelling between the Upper Harbour and Greville
Interchanges is in the order of 5,200 HCVs, as illustrated in Figure 26. Fewer HCVs currently use the
surrounding arterial roads, although these roads still carry significant volumes of freight.
Figure 26

Existing Daily Heavy Commercial Vehicle Movements (two-way)

Source: Base Map from Google

A large portion of the land adjacent to the Project area is identified as major freight generating and
attracting areas, as shown in Figure 27. Specifically these include employment areas, such as the
North Harbour Business Park, Constellation and Apollo Business areas, and the Albany Metropolitan
Centre. These areas are accessible by both the Greville and Upper Harbour Interchanges.
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Figure 27

Regional Freight Network

Source: Auckland Transport

The Figure 27 is taken from a background report from the Auckland Transport Alignment Project. The
report specifically refers to the Upper Harbour Highway and it states that this is a major freight
location. The report classifies it as a hotspot for freight, operating at level of service F during the interpeak period.
The Greville Interchange, along with Upper Harbour Interchange will continue to provide a significant
freight function.
As noted earlier, there are a number of ramp signal bypass lanes on the motorway on ramps within
the area of the Project, and freight vehicles are generally allowed to use these facilities. The
exception is the ramp bypass lane on the Upper Harbour northbound on ramp, which is used by buses
only. Also, the main purpose of the northbound kerbside lane which starts from the Greville
interchange northbound on ramp, where the northbound carriageway widens from two to three lanes,
is a climbing lane for slow moving/heavy vehicles, due the gradient of that section of highway.
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4

The Project

4.1

Project Objectives

The objectives of the Project are as follows:



To help facilitate interregional travel between Auckland and Northland by completing the Western
Ring Route to motorway standard;




To improve connectivity of the SH1 and SH18 interchange;
To improve safety, efficiency, reliability and the capacity of:




SH1 between SH18 and Albany; and
SH18 between SH1 and Albany Highway.



To provide safe walking and cycling facilities adjacent to SH1 and SH18 and connections to local
transport networks; and



To extend the Northern Busway from Constellation Bus Station to the Albany Bus Station.

4.2

Project Details

The Project is to include the following improvements:



Upper Harbour Highway (SH18) is to be upgraded to full motorway status and separated from the
local roads;



New direct connections are to be provided, between SH1 (north) and SH18 (westbound), and
between SH18 and SH1 (north)(eastbound);



The existing third northbound lane on SH1 will be extended across the Upper Harbour Interchange
as far as the new connection from SH18;



Additional (fourth and fifth) lanes are to be provided northbound on SH1 between the new SH18
eastbound connection and the Greville interchange;



An additional (fourth) lane is to be provided northbound on SH1 between the Greville Interchange
and the Oteha Valley Interchange. This will allow an additional general traffic lane to be provided,
next to the existing climbing lane;



Additional (third and fourth) lanes are to be provided southbound on SH1 between the Greville
Interchange and the new SH18 westbound connection;



There will be a lane drop, from four to three lanes, southbound on SH1, at the new connection to
SH18, but the third lane will continue beyond the Upper Harbour southbound off ramp;



An additional lane will be provided on SH1, across the Greville Interchange, in both the northbound
and southbound directions;




Extension of the Northern Busway from the Constellation Bus Station to the Albany Bus Station;



Further walking and cycling connections are to be provided alongside SH18, between SH1 and the
SH18 Albany Interchange; and



Modified connections are to be provided to Paul Matthews Road, with local road access retained
and walking and cycling access added along and across SH18.

Shared walking and cycle path on the eastern side of the Northern Motorway between the
Constellation Bus Station and the Albany Bus Station;

The proposed layout along the mainline of the motorway is shown conceptually in Figure 28, with the
full series of General Arrangement plans provided within Volume 5 of the AEE.
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Figure 28

Proposed Layout of the Project

Source: Aurecon
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5

Transport Models

5.1

Modelling Approach

The assessment of the Project has been informed by a series of traffic and transport models:



The Auckland Regional Transport (ART) model has been used to assess the likely public transport
benefits of the Busway Extension, and to identify the anticipated changes in traffic flows, which
have been fed through to the following traffic models;



The Upper Harbour SATURN model has been used to identify the predicted performance of the
road network, at a general level, and the road user benefits of the Project, used for the economic
assessment, have been derived from this model; and



In addition, estimates of cyclist and pedestrian demands on the proposed new shared paths have
been assessed using the Auckland Cycle Model.

5.2

ART Model

The ART model was originally developed for the Auckland Regional Council, and until fairly recently
was operated by the Auckland Council. It is now operated by the Joint Modelling Applications Centre
(JMAC), which is a joint venture run by the NZ Transport Agency, Auckland Transport and Auckland
Council.
The ART model is a strategic model which covers the whole of the Auckland Region, from south of
Pukekohe to Wellsford. The latest version of the model was validated to 2006 transport demands and
conditions, based on a comprehensive set of household travel surveys. A limited revalidation exercise
(i.e. without new household travel surveys) has since been carried out, to ensure that the model
reflects 2013 flows and conditions.
The model has been subject to peer review by Luis Willumsen, an internationally recognised transport
modeller.
The ART model is a “four stage” model, with these four stages being trip generation, trip distribution,
mode split and assignment. As a result, the model’s primary purpose is to develop trip forecasts by
each mode, based on a given land use scenario, and the future model runs indicate the anticipated
effects of investment in all transport modes. This includes the greater emphasis in travel by modes
other than the private vehicle, through investment in public transport, walking and cycling and in travel
demand management (in a variety of forms). The effects on forecast demands for public transport are
derived by the model itself, but the effects of some forms of travel demand management are based on
manual assumptions. (For example, it is assumed that investment in travel plans for schools will lead
to reductions in car borne trips associated with those schools, and manual corrections are made to the
traffic forecasts for the relevant model zone). The travel demand management assumptions contained
in the ART model are summarised as follows:



Workplace initiatives:





Working from home: an increase from 6.9% in 2006 to 10% in 2041;



Non regional centres – reduction in car trips to work: a 1.5% reduction from 2006 levels by
2026.

CBD – reduction in car trips to work: a 9% reduction from 2006 levels by 2021;
Regional centres – reduction in car trips to work: a 7.5% reduction from 2006 levels by 2011;
and
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Education initiatives:




Trip change to active and public transport: 20% shift by 2051 from 2006 base.

Community initiatives:



Home based shopping and recreation etc, change: 3.75% shift by 2051 from 2006 base.

The ART model has been used for the vast majority, if not all, transport modelling assessments of the
significant transport projects in the Auckland region over the last decade.
For this assessment, the ART model has been used to inform the traffic models (see below) in terms
of forecast changes in traffic demands, and to identify the predicted change in public transport
patronage.

5.3

Upper Harbour Traffic Model

The Upper Harbour SATURN traffic model was initially developed in 2001 to facilitate the assessment
of the Upper Harbour motorway project, from Albany Highway to Westgate. The Upper Harbour model
was updated in 2012 to reflect existing traffic flows and 2026 and 2041 future forecast years.
The extent of the Upper Harbour model is shown in Figure 29 below. It covers the route around the
Waitemata Harbour, including:





SH1, from the Central Motorway Junction to north of Oteha Valley Road;
SH16 from the Central Motorway Junction to Coatesville Riverhead Highway; and
SH18 from Westgate to Constellation Drive.

Figure 29

Extent of Upper Harbour SATURN Model

The coverage of the network of relevance to this assessment is shown in Figure 30 below. The
Upper Harbour model includes all of the roads of significance within the Albany, North Harbour, the
Unsworth area, and beyond.
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Figure 30

Extent of Upper Harbour SATURN Model, on northern North Shore

Therefore the extent of the Upper Harbour SATURN model allows both the local and the area wide
traffic effects of the Project to be assessed, with the model able to assess the extent of rerouting
around the Waitemata Harbour (i.e. via SH18 and SH16, instead of SH1). However, the regional wide
traffic effects (such as rerouting from SH1 to SH20) are assessed via the ART model.
Subsequent sections of this report refer both to demand flows and arrival flows.



Demand flows indicate the volumes of traffic wishing to pass along a particular road during a
particular time period; and



Arrival flows (also referred to as “actual flows”) reflect the fact that some flows are constrained from
reaching a location, during a particular time period. In congested areas such as Auckland, these
arrival flows are generally lower than the demand flows. To give a simple example, the arrival flow
able to cross the Auckland Harbour Bridge, southbound in the morning peak, is significantly lower
than the demand flow.

It is important to provide both sets of flows for the following reasons:




Arrival flows are used within the model as the basis of the operational assessment; and
However it is also important to be aware of the forecast increases in demands.

5.3.1

Base Model

The Upper Harbour SATURN model was originally calibrated and validated against criteria defined in
the NZ Transport Agency Economic Evaluation Manual (EEM). The updated 2012 traffic model was
peer reviewed by Traffic Design Group (TDG) in March/April 2012, and TDG concluded that the model
had been appropriately developed, and that in the majority of cases, achieved the thresholds specified
for calibration and validation in the EEM.
During 2014, the Transport Agency, in conjunction with the NZ Modelling User Group (NZMUGS)
published a new document “Transport Model Development Guidelines” (July 2014).
In order to ensure the Upper Harbour SATURN model is robust and fit for the purpose of informing the
detailed design and economic evaluation (i.e. the Detailed Business Case) of the Project, the model
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was updated to 2015 traffic flows and conditions, within the core study area. Further details are
provided in the Upper Harbour SATURN Model Update Report dated August 2015, provided at
Appendix C. That report has been peer reviewed by TDG.
Weekday morning peak, inter peak and evening peak period models have been developed to reflect
existing traffic conditions. The modelled periods represent the average hours during the two hour
morning peak, inter peak and evening peak periods (i.e. 07:00 to 09:00, 12:00 to 14:00 and 16:00 to
18:00), as was the case for the previous model calibration and validation.
It needs to be noted that there is no weekend model. Existing peak flows at weekends, relative to
those during weekdays, were set out within Section 3 above, and the assessment of the effects of the
Project at Section 7 below refers to the effects during the weekend.

5.3.2

Future Models

As noted above, the base models relate to the year 2015. Forecast traffic models have been
developed for the years 2018, 2021, 2031 and 2041.
The 2021 model was originally used to assess the effects of the Project during construction, but these
effects have now been assessed using a 2018 version of the model.
The majority of this Report focuses on the year 2031, which reflects a period some ten years after the
anticipated opening of the Project. 2031 conditions have been assessed for a Future Reference Case
(without the Project) and a scenario with the Project.
Changes in forecast flows (between 2015 and 2031) have been derived from the ART model. The
ART model has been run both without and with the Project, and the forecast changes in demands
have been fed through to the SATURN models.

5.3.3

Estimates of Daily Flows

As noted above, traffic models have been developed for the weekday morning peak, inter peak and
evening peak periods. For this assessment, these flows have been factored up to provide estimates
of daily flows, using the default factors used for the ART model, namely:
Daily flows = 1.4 x (2 x morning peak) + (7 x inter peak) + 2 x evening peak) 17
16F

Information on how the above formula works through is provided at Table 8.
Table 8

Observed and Modelled Daily Flows (two way)

Location
SH1: Oteha Valley Road
to Greville Rd

March 2015 Weekday
Count

2015 AADT (Count)

2015 Modelled Daily
Flow

75,300

68,000

68,500

SH1: Greville Rd to
Constellation

108,100

98,200

103,500

SH18 east of Albany
Highway

37,900

33,400

34,200

The above table indicates that the modelled flows sit between the weekday daily flows, and the AADT.

17

The number of hours per time period given here (e.g. 2 x morning peak) is based on the fact that the SATURN models relate
to one hour periods. The ART model uses two hour model periods, so the number of hours per day used to derive daily flows
from the ART model is less (e.g. 1 x morning peak)
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6

Future Reference Case

It is normal practice to compare the effects of a transport project against a future “Do Minimum”
scenario. In Auckland, the term “Do Minimum” may be somewhat misleading, as it represents a
scenario which includes quite significant change, both in the form of changes in travel demands and in
transport investment. As a result, this assessment compares the Project against a “Future Reference
Case”.

6.1

Changes in Land Uses

As noted within Section 5 above, the Upper Harbour SATURN model derives traffic forecasts from the
ART model. As a result, the forecasts represent the effects of any land use changes at a macro level.
The land use assumptions with the ART model runs are the same for the Future Reference Case as
for the scenario with the Project, as set out in Table 9 to Table 11. The land use projections have
been obtained from Auckland Council’s “Scenario I9”. This scenario represents a medium growth
forecast and is the version currently accepted by the NZ Transport Agency and Auckland Transport for
the assessment of transport projects within the Auckland region.
Table 9

Predicted Households in Vicinity of the Project

ART Model Forecasts
Location

2015

2016

2021

Growth
2031

2015 to
2016

2016 to
2021

2021 to
2031

Fairview

1,050

1,100

1,200

1,350

+50

+100

+150

Northcross

1,700

1,750

1,800

1,900

+50

+50

+100

Pinehill

1,200

1,200

1,250

1,250

-

50

-

750

750

750

800

-

-

50

Albany

2,000

2,250

3,350

5,300

+250

+1100

+1950

North Harbour
East

1,150

1,200

1,200

1,200

+50

-

-

North Harbour West

2,200

2,200

2,250

2,350

-

+50

+100

Greenhithe

2,600

2,650

2,850

3,250

+50

+200

+400

Unsworth Heights

1,900

1,950

2,000

2,050

+50

+50

+50

14,550

15,050

16,650

19,450

+500

+1,600

+2,800

Windsor Park

Total
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Table 10

Predicted Population in Vicinity of the Project

ART Model Forecasts
Location

2015

2016

2021

Growth
2031

2015 to
2016

2016 to
2021

2021 to
2031

Fairview

3,250

3,250

3,400

3,600

-

+150

+200

Northcross

4,900

4,950

5,050

5,250

+50

+100

+200

Pinehill

4,250

4,300

4,350

4,450

+50

+50

+100

Windsor Park

1,750

1,800

1,850

1,950

+50

+50

+100

Albany

5,300

5,850

8,600

13,850

+550

+2,750

+5,250

North Harbour
East

3,050

3,100

3,150

3,300

+50

+50

+150

North Harbour West

7,200

7,250

7,350

7,450

+50

+100

+100

Greenhithe

8,050

8,150

8,400

8,800

+100

+250

+400

Unsworth Heights

5,950

6,000

6,000

6,100

+50

-

+100

43,700

44,650

48,150

54,750

+950

+3,500

6,600

2015 to
2016

2016 to
2021

2021 to
2031

Total

Table 11

Predicted Employment in Vicinity of the Project

ART Model Forecasts
Location

2015

2016

2021

Growth
2031

Fairview

300

300

300

300

-

-

-

Northcross

550

550

550

550

-

-

-

Pinehill

700

700

700

750

-

-

+50

Windsor Park

8,850

8,800

8,900

9,000

-50

+100

+100

Albany

8,000

8,150

9,400

11,700

+150

+1,250

+2,300

12,400

12,350

12,500

12,550

-50

+150

+50

North Harbour West

1,600

1,600

1,600

1,650

-

-

50

Greenhithe

1,150

1,150

1,150

1,150

-

-

-

450

450

450

500

-

-

50

34,000

34,050

35,550

38,150

50

1,500

2,600

North Harbour
East

Unsworth Heights
Total

The above tables demonstrate the level of growth forecast for North Auckland in the medium to long
term. Some additional 4,400 households are anticipated between 2016 and 2031, along with over
4,100 additional jobs. Changes in Transport Networks

6.2

Public Transport

Auckland Transport has recently completed consultation on new North Shore bus services associated
with its “New Network”. Generally, the New Network will see existing services consolidated to provide
a simpler public transport network, with improved frequencies and greater emphasis on connections to
the Rapid Transit Network (the Northern Busway). This New Network is expected to be rolled out
across the North Shore in 2018, and Figure 31 provides an extract from the New Network for the
North Shore. A full version of this map is provided at Appendix D, which provides additional details of
each of the routes, plus the likely route frequencies. It is important to note that the map at Appendix
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D states that the stated frequencies are the minimum expected (i.e. frequencies of, for example, at
least every 10 minutes). Information from Auckland Transport indicates that the number of buses
travelling between Albany Bus Station and Constellation Bus Station in 2031 is expected to be 80
buses per hour in the peak directions, in the peak periods 18, with 27 buses per direction per hour in
the inter peak period. This gives capacities of around 4,000 persons in the peak directions in the peak
periods, and 1,450 persons per direction per hour in the inter peak period 19.
17F

18 F

Figure 31

Auckland Transport’s New Bus Routes – North Shore

Source: Auckland Transport 20
19F

Under the proposed New Network, the Northern Express (NX in Figure 31) will continue to form the
backbone of the North Shore public transport network. It will also feature a Frequent Service (N6),
operating at least every 15 minutes from Massey University to Takapuna via Albany Bus Station,
Browns Bay and Constellation Bus Station. This will be supported by a network of Connector Services
(at least every 30 minutes), Local Services and Peak Period Services.
A key component of this New Network is for additional feeder bus services allowing greater numbers
of people to reach the main busway stations by bus, with an accompanying reduction in the proportion
of people using Park and Ride at these main busway stations (see Section 6.2.4 below). These
busway stations will serve the following areas:



Feeder services using the Constellation Bus Station will serve the East Coast Bays (Mairangi Bay,
Murrays Bay, Rothesay Bay, Browns Bay), Unsworth Heights, North Harbour (and the residential
areas to the west); and



The Albany Bus Station will be fed by buses from the northern East Coast Bays (Browns Bay,
Torbay and Long Bay) and North Cross, to the east, and the Albany Metropolitan Centre to the
west.

These services will use the following routes:
18

These peak directions are southbound in the morning peak and northbound in the evening peak
These figures are based on a capacity of 50 persons per bus. This assumption is considered reasonable, given that many
Northern Express buses are double decker buses
20 Auckland Transport (May 2016), “North Shore New Network Post – Consultation”
19
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Buses will approach the Constellation Bus Station via a number of routes, including East Coast
Road/Constellation Drive, Apollo Drive/Constellation Drive, Sunset Road, William Pickering
Drive/Paul Matthews Road, and Bush Road/Paul Matthews Road. Transit lane facilities already
exist on Constellation Drive; and



Buses will approach the Albany Bus Station via Oteha Valley Road and McClymonts Road from the
east and Civic Crescent Don McKinnon Drive from the east. A Corridor Management Plan for
Oteha Valley Road 21 has recommended the provision of transit lanes along that corridor, to
improve the level of service for buses on this route, although we understand that this proposal is
not yet committed.
20F

6.2.1

Proposed Auckland Cycle Network

The Auckland Cycle Network outlines the proposed cycle network in Auckland. Auckland Transport
classifies proposed cycle infrastructure within the network into three categories as follows:



Cycle Metros – Regional links connecting metropolitan centres, public transport interchanges and
other key regional destinations. These routes provide the highest level of service on physically
separated cycle infrastructure, often following motorway or rail corridors;



Cycle Connectors – Links to the cycle metros and key local destinations such as public transport
interchanges, town centres, residential areas and schools. These routes generally follow arterial
roads and may or may not provide physical separation from general traffic; and



Cycle Feeders – Lower order neighbourhood accesses and links to the cycle connectors and cycle
metros, community facilities, schools, parks, reserves and local services.

Figure 32 shows the proposed Auckland Cycle Network in the vicinity of the Project.
Figure 32

Proposed Auckland Cycle Network

Source: Auckland Transport

22
21F

The above figure shows that a Cycle Metro facility is proposed parallel to both SH1 from Oteha Valley
Road southwards, and on SH18. A network of Cycle Connectors is proposed on key routes to support
the Cycle Metros, notably on:

21
22

Aecom (2014), “Oteha Valley Road Corridor Management Plan”
Auckland Transport (September 2015), “Auckland Cycle Network”
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Oteha Valley Road;
McClymonts Road/Hugh Green Drive;
SH17 (Albany Expressway) and Greville Road;
Rosedale Road;
Constellation Drive; and
Albany Highway

The two Cycle Metros will form key cycle connections to the Albany and Constellation Bus Stations
and to Albany Metropolitan Centre. Via future extensions to these Cycle Metro facilities to the south
and west, they will also provide key onward connectivity to the Takapuna Metropolitan Centre,
Auckland City Centre and Central Auckland destinations, and across the Upper Harbour Bridge to the
Westgate Metropolitan Centre and West Auckland destinations.

6.2.2

Road Network Improvements

The 2018 network, used to assess the effects during construction, is essentially the base network,
plus:



The completion of the Albany Highway (north) project, i.e. north from Bush Road, as construction of
this Project was completed in October 2016;




The completion of the SH20 Waterview Connection (currently under construction);



Widening of SH16 from Lincoln Road to Westgate (not currently under construction, but expected
to be completed by the NZ Transport Agency in 2018).

The completion of the associated upgrades to the SH16 Northwestern Motorway, between the St
Lukes interchange and Lincoln Road (currently under construction); and
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The location of these improvements is shown in Figure 33.
Figure 33

Location of Proposed Road Network Improvements for 2018

Albany Highway North

Westgate
SH16

Lincoln Road

Waterview
Connection
(Northern Portal)

St Lukes
Interchange

Source: Base Map from Google

The 2021 Future Reference Case contains the same network as the 2018 network above.
The 2031 Future Reference Case additionally includes the following changes to the road network:



Changes to the intersection control at Rosedale Road/Tawa Drive and Rosedale Road/Apollo
Drive, and Don McKinnon Drive/Mercari Way, from roundabouts to traffic signals;



The Long Bay Transport Improvements along Glenvar Road and East Coast Road, including
widening of East Coast Road to two traffic lanes per direction between Glenvar Road and Oteha
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Valley Road, the installation of a roundabout at East Coast Road/Glenvar Road/Lonely Track Road
and traffic signals at East Coast Road/Glamorgan Drive;






Spencer Road Realignment, including a roundabout at McClymonts Road;
Additional capacity on Albany Highway South;
The provision of a new link from Oteha Valley Road to Gills Road; and
The proposed new Medallion Drive link, which will extend north from Oteha Valley Road to connect
into Fairview Avenue.

The location of these improvements is shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34

Location of Proposed Road Network Improvements for 2031

Glenvar Road/East
Coast Road/Lonely
Track Road
Medallion
Drive
Link

Gills Road

East Coast Road/
Glamorgan Drive

Oteha
Valley
Road

Spencer Road/
McClymonts Road

Don McKinnon
Drive/Mercari Way

Rosedale Road/
Apollo Drive

Rosedale Road/
Tawa Drive

Albany Highway South
Source: Base Map from Google

Various additional transport investments are included in the model, within the North West area (i.e.
remote from the Project), including:




SH16/Northside Drive interchange;
SH16 Brigham Creek Road Grade Separation;
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Four laning of SH16, north of Brigham Creek Road;
Brigham Creek Road Upgrade;
Fred Taylor Drive upgrade;
East-West Link between Fred Taylor Drive and Brigham Creek Road; and
Hobsonville Road upgrade.

The above projects have been included in the future model following discussions with Auckland
Transport, based on the currently anticipated investment in transport. The projects include a number
of uncommitted projects which are located away from the Project, meaning that their inclusion is
unlikely to significantly affect the evaluation. Indeed it should be noted that the 2031 land use
forecasts included within the ART model reflect the medium growth forecast for the region, and based
on current trends, it is exceedingly likely that these growth forecasts will materialise, and therefore
some form of transport investment needs to be assumed for the transport models to give meaningful
results. Nevertheless, a number of sensitivity tests are provided within Section 9, to establish the
effects of lower or higher growth, or of different transport improvements.

6.2.3

Park and Ride

Auckland Transport’s parking strategy (Strategy) sets out the proposed management of parking, both
on and off street. The Strategy states that Park and Ride facilities are an integral part of the public
transport network and can be regarded as extensions to stations and terminals. The Strategy
proposes around 10,000 additional Park and Ride spaces by 2046, including 300-500 at Silverdale
and over (an additional) 500 spaces at both Albany and Constellation 23. A small Park and Ride facility
already exists at Silverdale, and there is consent for a larger facility to be implemented.
2F

However, while additional Park and Ride spaces may be expected at these three bus stations, it is
important to note that Auckland Transport does not expect to accommodate all parking demands at
each station through the provision of unlimited extra car parks. Instead, it is to be expected that a
greater proportion of bus users will walk or cycle to the Albany Bus Station in the future, as
development continues to occur within the metropolitan centre, within the walking and cycling
catchment of the station. Also, the proposed new bus network being rolled out by Auckland Transport
in 2018 (referred to within Section 6.2.1 above) will also encourage more use of feeder bus services.

6.3

Traffic Demands

The net effects of the above changes in land use and transport investment on total traffic demands
within the area of the Upper Harbour SATURN traffic model, between 2015 and 2031, are set out in
Table 12.
Table 12

SATURN Traffic Demand Comparison between 2015 Base and 2031 Reference Case

Time Periods

2015 Base

2031 Reference Case

Difference

Morning Peak

87,795

107,815

+20,020

Inter Peak

78,420

104,405

+25,985

Evening Peak

98,960

122,645

+23,685

The effects of the above changes in overall traffic demands in terms of daily flows along the Northern
Motorway and the Upper Harbour Motorway are set out in Table 13. Table 14 below does the same

23

Auckland Transport (2015), “Parking Strategy”, page 37
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for the local road network. In both cases, predicted forecast 2031 Reference Case flows are
compared to 2015 Base Model flows.
The following tables relate to daily flows and details of the base and forecast hourly flows, for each of
the weekday morning, inter peak and evening peak models, are provided at Appendix E.
Table 13

2031 Forecast Motorway Weekday Traffic Flows (two way, vehicles per day), 2015 Base Model and
Forecast 2031

Road

2015 Base
Model

SH1

2031
Reference
Case

Difference

2015

2031
Reference
Case

Northbound

Difference

Southbound

North of Oteha Valley Rd

29,700

45,300

+15,600

26,500

41,500

+15,000

Oteha Valley Rd Interchange

23,100

32,700

+9,600

21,100

30,200

+9,100

Greville Rd to Oteha Valley Rd

38,300

54,500

+16,200

30,200

40,500

+10,300

Greville Rd Interchange

35,400

49,800

+14,400

27,700

33,800

+6,100

Greville Rd to Upper Harbour

56,900

75,000

+18,100

46,500

57,400

+10,900

Upper Harbour Interchange

43,900

56,100

+12,200

34,200

40,900

+6,700

Upper Harbour to Tristram Ave

60,100

72,600

+12,500

53,300

58,800

+5,500

SH18

Eastbound

Westbound

Tauhinu Rd to Greenhithe Rd

25,300

41,500

+16,200

25,600

40,100

+14,500

Greenhithe Rd to Albany Hwy

28,600

47,000

+18,400

29,100

46,600

+17,500

Albany Highway Interchange

13,400

22,900

+9,500

15,800

21,200

+5,400

East of Albany Highway

16,700

24,000

+7,300

17,600

21,800

+4,200

Table 14

Weekday Traffic Flows on Key Routes (two way, vehicles per day), 2015 Base Model and Forecast 2031

Road

2015 Base Model

2031 Reference Difference
Case

Sunset Road (near SH1)

13,800

17,000

+3,200

Constellation Drive (east of Apollo Dr)

18,700

25,000

+6,300

Rosedale Road (west of Tawa Dr)

26,100

24,700

-1,400

Rosedale Road (west of Apollo Dr)

15,900

14,100

-1,800

McClymonts Road (west of Medallion Dr)

28,800

35,200

+6,400

Oteha Valley Road (east of SH1)

28,900

39,400

+10,500

Oteha Valley Road (west of Munroe Ln)

19,900

19,700

-200

Greville Road (east of SH1)

17,800

28,100

+10,300

Albany Highway (south of Wharf Rd)

17,600

25,200

+7,600

Albany Highway (south of Rosedale Rd)

21,600

24,000

+2,400

Albany Highway (south of Upper Harbour Dr)

30,800

42,800

+12,000

Albany Expressway (west of SH1)

31,600

38,900

+7,300

Albany Expressway (west of Bush Rd)

19,500

28,800

+9,300

William Pickering Drive (north of Piermark Dr)

13,500

16,800

+3,300

Bush Road (north of Piermark Dr)

28,100

31,700

+3,600
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Road

2015 Base Model

2031 Reference Difference
Case

Tawa Drive (north of Rosedale Rd)

18,100

15,900

-2,200

Apollo Drive (north of Constellation Dr)

25,100

27,400

+2,300

East Coast Road (north of Greville Rd)

17,200

24,000

+6,800

East Coast Road (north of Browns Bay Rd)

16,200

21,200

+5,000

East Coast Road (north of Constellation Dr)

31,200

38,100

+6,900

Unsworth Drive (north of Albany Hwy)

5,700

7,200

+1,500

Unsworth Drive (south of Barbados Dr)

3,300

3,200

-100

Paul Matthews Road (east of Bush Rd)

26,000

25,200

-800

Caribbean Drive (North of Goldfinch Rise)

14,500

17,700

+3,200

The above tables indicate that daily traffic flows are generally predicted to increase between the 2015
Base and the 2031 Future Reference Case. The increases in flows on the State highways are
explored in more detail, by reference to recent trends, as set out in Table 15.
Table 15

Trends in Average Annual Daily Traffic Flows on SH1 and SH18 (vehicles per day)

Flows on SH1: Upper
Harbour to Greville

Flows on SH18: East of Albany
Highway

Northbound

Eastbound

Southbound

Westbound

2011

45,600

44,350

13,500

12,400

2012

45,900

45,250

14,950

14,050

2013

46,600

45,200

15,300

14,700

2014

46,000

45,450

15,650

15,200

2015

51,100

47,100

16,900

16,400

2015 Model

56,900

46,500

16,700

17,600

2021 Model

67,200

53,100

20,000

18,000

2031 Model

75,000

57,400

24,000

21,800

The above tables indicate that:



Traffic flows increased at a fairly low rate on SH1 between 2011 and 2014. The demands may
have been constrained by the construction works over the latter part of this period;



There was a more significant increase northbound on SH1, in 2015, due to the completion of the
auxiliary lane, between the Upper Harbour and Greville Interchanges;



There have been significant increases in flows of over 25% on SH18, between 2011 and 2015.
There was a stepped change in flows, following the completion of the SH18 Hobsonville Deviation
in 2011;



The modelled flows in 2015 are within 5% of the observed flow on SH1 and 3% on SH18 (at the
single points noted), relative to the 2015 counts. These discrepancies are not particularly
significant, but they indicate that the forecasts for SH18 may be about 5,000 vehicles/day too high
on this section of SH1 and 1,000 vehicles/day too high on SH18;
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The predicted forecast flows for 2031 indicate increases of around 28% on SH1 and 34% on SH18
(at a daily level) over the 16 year period from 2015 to 2031, giving annual increases of around
1.8% and 2.1% on SH1 and SH18, respectively; and



The higher growth rate on SH18 is likely to be a result of the completion of the SH20 Waterview
Connection and associated upgrades along the SH16 Northwestern Motorway, as well as the
uptake of growth around the Hobsonville and Whenuapai areas.

It should be stressed that the accuracy of forecasts will depend on several factors, including the
accuracy of the land use forecasts and on people’s changes in travel behaviour over time. In terms of
land use forecasts, while the information used is the best current estimate available, it is likely that the
scenario should refer to whatever year the land use forecasts are realised, rather than specifically to a
particular calendar year.

6.4

Traffic Operations

Forecast travel times have been obtained from the SATURN models for the same eight journey times
documented previously in Section 3.11.2. These journey time routes are illustrated again in Figure 35
below, and a summary of the predicted forecast journey times for each of the routes is summarised in
Table 16.
Figure 35

Journey Time Routes

Source: Base Map from Google
Table 16

2015 Base Model and Forecast 2031 Reference Case Journey Times (m:ss)

Route Description

Morning Peak

Inter Peak

2015
2031
2015
Base Reference Base
Model Case
Model

Evening Peak

2031
2015 2031
Reference Base Reference
Case
Model Case

Route 1 – SH18 Albany Highway Interchange
to SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange

7:15

10:10
(+2:55)

4:55

6:50
(+1:55)

7:05

12:55
(+5:50)

Route 2 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH18 Albany Highway Interchange

10:55

18:55
(+8:00)

6:55

9:25
(+2:30)

9:40

16:10
(+6:30)

Route 3 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to
Oteha Valley Road/Albany Highway
Intersection

8:25

9:20
(+0:55)

7:35

8:45
(+1:10)

13:00

17:50
(+4:50)
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Route Description

Morning Peak

Inter Peak

2015
2031
2015
Base Reference Base
Model Case
Model

Evening Peak

2031
2015 2031
Reference Base Reference
Case
Model Case

Route 4 – Oteha Valley Road/Albany
Highway Intersection to SH1 Tristram
Interchange

21:45

Route 5 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

5:05

6:25
(+1:20)

4:05

5:25
(+1:20)

9:00

15:05
(+6:05)

Route 6 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH1 Tristram Interchange

17:15

21:25
(+4:10)

4:40

7:35
(+2:55)

6:15

9:05
(+2:50)

Route 7 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH18
Albany Highway Interchange

7:15

9:00
(+1:45)

5:30

7:20
(+1:50)

11:30

14:55
(+3:25)

Route 8 – SH18 Albany Highway Interchange
to SH1 Tristram Interchange

19:10

17:25
(-1:45)

6:30

8:35
(+2:05)

9:35

10:15
(+0:40)

21:25
(-0:30)

6:55

10:10
(+3:15)

12:15

11:45
(-0:30)

The above table indicates that motorway travel times are generally predicted to increase between the
2015 Base and the 2031 Future Reference Case, with the greatest increases predicted in the morning
and evening peaks, on routes 1 and 2. The areas of congestion are shown at Appendix F, which
shows links which are predicted to operate at higher than 85% of capacity. These plots indicate that
congestion is predicted, in the 2031 Future Reference Case, at the following locations:






Along the motorway between the Greville and the Upper Harbour interchanges;
At the Upper Harbour interchange;
At the at grade intersections along SH18; and
At the single lane section of SH18, westbound, adjacent to Unsworth Drive.

Congestion is also predicted to develop in the inter peak period, again at the Upper Harbour
Interchange. Weekend congestion can also be expected to increase, relative to the existing situation.
Section 3.11.2 previously demonstrated that there is poor travel time reliability on many of the above
motorway routes, with significantly variable travel times. With travel times and congestion generally
predicted to increase between the 2015 base and the 2031 Reference Case, travel time reliability is
also expected to generally worsen.
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7

Assessment of Effects of Project

7.1

Traffic Demands

The net effects of the Project on total traffic demands within the area of the Upper Harbour SATURN
traffic model, are set out in Table 17.
Table 17

SATURN Traffic Demand Comparison between 2031 Reference Case and 2031 with Project

Time Periods

2031 Reference Case

2031 with Project

Difference

Morning Peak

107,815

107,925

+110

Inter Peak

104,405

104,515

+110

Evening Peak

122,645

122,645

+0

The above table indicates that the Project is not predicted to lead to significant volumes of induced
traffic, overall.

7.2

Area Wide Traffic Effects of Project

The Project is predicted to result in an increase in traffic on SH1 and SH18, with some users of
alternative routes such as Albany Highway predicted to be attracted to the new motorway links at the
Upper Harbour Interchange and the increases in capacity both along SH1 and SH18. There is
additionally expected to be an element of ‘induced demand’, with some users choosing to undertake
trips that they wouldn’t carry out if the Project does not proceed. It is additionally predicted to result in
various changes in flows on other adjacent arterial routes; generally reductions but with some
exceptions. Figure 36 illustrates the predicted forecast changes in daily traffic flows across the wider
network resulting from the Project. Increases in flows due to the Project are shown as green bands
while decreases are shown as blue bands.
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Figure 36

2031 Predicted Daily Traffic Flow Difference Plot, with and without Project 24
23F

The predicted changes in the daily vehicle flows are set out in more detail in Table 18 below, with
flows rounded to the nearest 100 vehicles/day. Further details on the effects of the Project on the
State Highways are set out in Section 7.3 below.

24

It will be noted that traffic flow differences along SH18 between the Upper Harbour Interchange and the Albany Highway
interchange are missing from this plot. This is due to the significant differences in the network between the two scenarios,
meaning that part of the network does not exist, either for the scenario without or with the Project, meaning that differences
cannot be shown. Similarly, the plot does not show the flows on the new links, such as the links between SH1 (north) and
SH18, as these links only exist for the scenario with the Project.
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Table 18

Predicted 2031 Forecast Weekday Traffic Flows (two way, without and with Project, vehicles per day)

2031 Reference
Case
SH1: Greville Road to Oteha Valley Road

2031 Project

Difference

95,000

100,400

+5,400

132,400

161,000

+28,600

SH18: west of Paul Matthews Road

45,800

68,300

+22,500

Sunset Road (near SH1)

17,000

14,100

-2,900

Constellation Drive (east of Apollo Dr)

25,000

24,700

-300

Rosedale Road (west of Tawa Dr)

24,700

19,900

-4,800

Rosedale Road (west of Apollo Dr)

14,100

13,700

-400

McClymonts Road (west of Medallion Dr)

35,200

36,300

+1,100

Oteha Valley Road (east of SH1)

39,400

41,700

+2,300

Oteha Valley Road (west of Munroe Ln)

19,700

18,500

-1,200

Greville Road (east of SH1)

28,100

30,700

+2,600

Albany Highway (south of Wharf Rd)

25,200

19,600

-5,600

Albany Highway (south of Rosedale Rd)

24,000

18,800

-5,200

Albany Highway (south of Upper Harbour Dr)

42,800

44,800

+2,000

Albany Expressway (west of SH1)

38,900

43,300

+4,400

Albany Expressway (west of Bush Rd)

28,800

30,200

+1,400

William Pickering Drive (north of Piermark
Dr)

16,800

12,800

-4,000

Bush Road (north of Piermark Dr)

31,700

27,200

-4,500

Tawa Drive (north of Rosedale Rd)

15,900

14,400

-1,500

Apollo Drive (north of Constellation Dr)

27,400

24,400

-3,000

East Coast Road (north of Greville Rd)

24,000

23,800

-200

East Coast Road (north of Browns Bay Rd)

21,200

21,200

-

East Coast Road (north of Constellation Dr)

38,100

35,200

-2,900

Unsworth Drive (north of Albany Hwy)

7,200

7,600

+400

Unsworth Drive (south of Barbados Dr)

3,200

2,500

-700

Paul Matthews Road (east of Bush Rd)

25,200

21,900

-3,300

Caribbean Drive (North of Goldfinch Rise)

17,700

16,300

-1,400

SH1: Upper Harbour to Greville Road

The Project is predicted to increase flows along both SH1 and SH18. Decreases are forecast on a
number of parallel routes, most notably on:








Albany Highway (reductions of up to 5,600 vehicles per day predicted, or 22%);
Rosedale Road (reductions of up to 4,800 vehicles per day predicted, or 19%);
Bush Road (reductions approximately 4,500 vehicles per day predicted, or 14%);
William Pickering Drive (reductions of approximately 4,000 vehicles per day predicted, or 24%);
Paul Matthews Road (reductions of approximately 3,300 vehicles per day predicted, or 13%);
Apollo Drive (reductions of approximately 3,000 vehicles per day predicted, or 11%);
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East Coast Road (reductions of up to 2,900 vehicles per day predicted, or 8%); and
Sunset Road (reductions of approximately 2,900 vehicles per day predicted, or 17%).

Conversely, traffic flows are predicted to increase on several arterial routes, particularly those that
feed Greville and Oteha Valley Interchanges. Most notable among these is Albany Expressway,
which is predicted to increase by up to 4,400 vehicles per day west of SH1 (an 11% increase).
In general, the Project is predicted to result in a decrease in traffic flows on local streets, but for those
closest to, and that connect directly to, the Greville and Oteha Valley Interchanges. This will have
corresponding effects on local property accesses; access will for example be improved on local roads
that experience reductions in traffic volumes.
The tables above relate to daily flows and details of the forecast hourly flows, for each of the weekday
morning, inter peak and evening peak models are provided at Appendix E. This Appendix provides
details for the base model, and the forecast (2031) models without and with the Project.

7.3

Traffic Operation of Motorway

7.3.1

Traffic Flows

Table 19 sets out the predicted daily flows along the Northern Motorway and the Upper Harbour
Motorway.
Table 19

Predicted 2031 Forecast Motorway Weekday Traffic Flows (two way, without and with Project, vehicles
per day)

Northbound/Eastbound
Road

2031
Reference
Case

2031
Project

Southbound/Westbound
Difference

2031
Reference
Case

2031
Project

Difference

SH1
North of Oteha Valley Rd

45,300

45,700

+400

41,500

42,500

+1,000

Oteha Valley Rd IC

32,700

33,700

+1,000

30,200

31,500

+1,300

Greville Rd to Oteha Valley Rd

54,500

55,400

+900

40,500

45,100

+4,600

Greville Rd Interchange

49,800

52,400

+2,600

33,800

42,000

+8,200

Greville Rd to Upper Harbour

75,000

86,700

+11,700

57,400

74,300

+16,900

Upper Harbour Interchange

56,100

56,700

+600

40,900

40,400

-500

Upper Harbour to Tristram Ave

72,600

77,100

+4,500

58,800

58,400

-400

Tauhinu Rd to Greenhithe Rd

41,500

44,400

+2,900

40,100

45,400

+5,300

Greenhithe Rd to Albany Hwy

47,000

51,100

+4,100

46,600

53,000

+6,400

Albany Highway Interchange

22,900

29,300

+6,400

21,200

32,100

+10,900

East of Albany Highway

24,000

32,700

+8,700

21,800

35,600

+13,800

SH18

Increased traffic is predicted on almost all sections of SH1 and SH18, with the greatest increases
predicted where the Project is expected to deliver additional traffic capacity, namely:



Along SH1 between the Upper Harbour and Greville Interchanges and through the Greville
Interchange; and



SH18 east of Albany Highway.
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A significant increase in traffic is predicted on SH18 through the Albany Highway Interchange, and to a
lesser degree further west, although the Project does not increase traffic capacity on these sections of
motorway.

7.3.2

State Highway Travel Times

Predicted forecast travel times between the three state highways have been obtained from the
SATURN models for the same eight journey times documented previously in Sections 3.11.2 and 6.4.
A summary of the predicted forecast journey times for each of the routes, with and without the Project,
is summarised in Table 20.
Table 20

Predicted Forecast 2031 Reference Case and Project Journey Times (mm:ss)

Route Description

Morning Peak
2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case

Inter Peak

Evening Peak

2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case

2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case

Route 1 – SH18 Albany Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

10:10

3:40
(-6:30)

6:50

3:45
(-3:05)

12:55

6:45
(-6:10)

Route 2 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH18 Albany Interchange

18:55

6:30
(-12:25)

9:25

4:45
(-4:40)

16:10

6:00
(-10:10)

Route 3 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to
Oteha Valley Road/Albany Highway
Intersection

9:20

8:00
(-1:20)

8:45

8:25
(-0:20)

17:50

10:10
(-7:40)

Route 4 – Oteha Valley Road/Albany
Highway Intersection to SH1 Tristram
Interchange

21:25

18:30
(-2:55)

10:10

9:15
(-0:55)

11:45

12:15
(+0:30)

Route 5 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

6:25

4:30
(-1:55)

5:25

4:55
(-0:30)

15:05

7:30
(-7:35)

Route 6 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH1 Tristram Interchange

21:25

16:25
(-5:00)

7:35

6:05
(-1:30)

9:05

7:15
(-1:50)

Route 7 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH18
Albany Interchange

9:00

7:00
(-2:00)

7:20

6:05
(-1:15)

14:55

8:10
(-6:45)

Route 8 – SH18 Albany Interchange to SH1
Tristram Interchange

17:25

15:10
(-2:15)

8:35

7:30
(-1:05)

10:15

8:40
(-1:35)

As shown in this table, the Project is predicted to significantly reduce travel times for general traffic on
SH1, SH18 and SH17, even though the state highways will be carrying more vehicles. Notable
forecast travel time savings include:



10 to 12 minute travel time savings from SH1 (north) to SH18 in both commuter peaks, and six
minutes in the reverse direction;



A seven minute travel time saving northbound from SH1 (south) to SH18 in the evening commuter
peak;




An eight minute travel time saving from SH1 (south) to SH17 in the evening commuter peak; and
An eight minute travel time saving on SH1 northbound in the evening commuter peak, and a five
minute saving southbound in the morning commuter peak.

Travel time savings are predicted for the remaining state highway to state highway movements shown
above, for all three modelled periods. Generally these savings are in the order of one to two minutes.
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Travel time reliability was noted to be an existing concern on many of the above motorway routes in
Section 3.11.2, with this reliability expected to generally deteriorate over time. By providing additional
capacity on the motorway network, the Project is expected to result in travel time reliability benefits,
with less variable travel times than without the Project, as the motorway is predicted to operate within
capacity for most of the day – a significant improvement over the Future Reference Case.

7.3.3

Operation of Upper Harbour Interchange

The proposed layout at the Upper Harbour Interchange is shown within Sheets 6 and 8 of the General
Arrangement Plans, provided within Volume 5 of the AEE.
The operation of the interchange will be significantly improved by the provision of the direct (grade
separated) connections between SH18 and SH1 (north) and by the extension of the busway, with a
two way bus link to be provided over Constellation Drive.



The SH18 and SH1 (north) connections will eliminate north to west and west to north motorway to
motorway traffic from passing through the interchange, allowing the existing interchange to better
serve “local” movements; and



The busway extension will allow buses to avoid the general traffic congestion at the interchange,
and the removal of these buses will release capacity for general traffic.

In addition, the physical layout at the existing Upper Harbour Interchange will change as follows:



The bus lane within the southbound off ramp, and the bus only entry to the Constellation Bus
Station from the Upper Harbour southbound on ramp, will be removed, due to the provision of the
busway extension;




The bus only ramp signal bypass lane on the northbound on ramp will be removed; and
The single left turn give way lane from the northbound off ramp will be changed to two lanes, which
will operate under signal controls.

The models predict that the provision of extra capacity will lead to the reassignment of some traffic
toward the interchange, but the overall volumes of traffic passing through the existing interchange will
decrease by around 5,500 vehicles per day, due to the provision of the new motorway to motorway
links.
Details of the predicted operation of the interchange, without and with the Project, in 2031, are set out
in Appendix G, in terms of the forecast volume to capacity (V/C) ratios.
In theory, a V/C ratio of 100% means that the volume equals the capacity, and an intersection at this
level is said to be operating at theoretical capacity. In practice, conditions tend to become congested
at values less than 100%, and intersections operating at V/C ratios of 85 to 90% are said to be
operating at “practical capacity”.
The information within Appendix G indicates that the interchange will be operating over capacity, in
the Future Reference Case, with some movements operating at over 100% in the morning and
evening peaks, and some movements operating at or very close to 100% in the inter peak period. The
tables within Appendix G indicate that the signal timings have been fairly well optimised, indicating
that there may be little opportunity to resolve these forecast issues with the Future Reference Case,
by simple phase retiming.
The tables at Appendix G indicate that the interchange will operate as follows, with the Project in
place:



One movement is predicted to be operating above 90% in the morning peak. However, the other
critical movements are predicted to be operating at around 85%, indicating that the timings could
be slightly further optimised, bring down the maximum figure of 93% (the through movement from
the west, at the western intersection);
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Several movements are predicted to be operating at between 80 and 88% in the inter peak; and
Three movements are predicted to be operating at 98 to 101%, during the evening peak.

7.3.4

Operation of Greville Interchange

The proposed layout at the Greville Interchange is shown within Sheets 3 and 4 of the General
Arrangement Plans.
The physical layout at the Interchange will not change significantly as a result of the Project, although
the recently part signalised teardrop roundabout at the eastern side will be replaced by a more
conventional signalised intersection. Therefore (apart from this change to the eastern intersection),
the main changes in traffic operations will relate to the changes in traffic flows and congestion as
follows:



The capacity of the two lane southbound section of SH1, from Greville to Upper Harbour
Interchange is currently the main bottleneck affecting the interchange. Ramp signals are used to
manage the rate of entry onto the motorway, and queues regularly extend back to the interchange;



The provision of additional southbound capacity on the motorway will therefore assist in allowing a
higher rate of flow onto the motorway;



In addition, southbound buses currently use the southbound off-ramp to bypass queues on the
motorway, using the ramp bypass lane to re-join the motorway. With the Project, these buses will
use the busway extension, therefore reducing the flow passing through the eastern intersection;
and



In the northbound direction, the situation will be quite different. The increase in capacity on the
motorway from the Upper Harbour Interchange to the Greville Interchange will increase the rate at
which traffic can reach the northbound off ramp. This movement is very busy during the weekday
evening peak and the traffic signal timings will need to ensure that queues do not extend back from
the signals to the motorway main line. This priority (for traffic using the off ramp) implies less
“green time” at the traffic signals, for other movements.

The information within Appendix G indicates that:



The SATURN model predicts that the full signalisation of the eastern intersection will operate
satisfactorily, with maximum Volume/Capacity ratios of 72% and 84% in the morning and evening
peaks respectively. One movement in the inter peak is predicted to be operating at 98%, but low
volume/capacity ratios on other movements indicate that this can be resolved by re-optimising the
phase times. Therefore, the capacity of this intersection will not limit the rate of entry onto the
motorway; and



The SATURN model predicts reductions in flows, northbound on Tawa Drive and eastbound on
Albany Expressway, during the evening peak, as a result of the Project, and this will offset the
effect of the reduction in green times likely to be given to those approaches. The Tables at
Appendix G indicate that three turns will be operating at or over 100% in the evening peak, but this
is due to the extra green time given in the traffic model to the northbound motorway off ramp, with
that approach predicted to be operating with a maximum degree of saturation of 81%. This
indicates that further signal phase time re-optimisation, perhaps seeking to have a maximum
volume to capacity ratio of 90% on the off ramp, would reduce the significance of this issue.

7.3.5

Northbound Capacity on SH1

The Project is to include the following improvements northbound along SH1:



The existing third northbound lane on SH1 will be extended across the Upper Harbour Interchange
as far as the new connection from SH18;



Additional (fourth and fifth) lanes are to be provided between the new SH18 eastbound connection
and the Greville interchange;



An additional (third) lane will be provided across the Greville Interchange; and
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An additional (fourth) lane is to be provided between the Greville Interchange and the Oteha Valley
Interchange. This will provide an additional general traffic lane, alongside the existing climbing
lane.

A particular issue in the design of the Project has been the “weaving” of northbound traffic, between
the Upper Harbour and Greville Interchanges 25. The two northbound weaving movements arising from
the Project are:
24F



Traffic from SH1, south of the Upper Harbour Interchange, leaving at the Greville Road off ramp;
and



Traffic from the SH18 to SH1 (north) connection, continuing on SH1 beyond Greville Road.

The Project is at the northern end of the Western Ring Route, and traffic on SH1 and SH18 will be
moving out from the constrained motorway network toward the less constrained areas to the north.
The fifth northbound lane between the Upper Harbour and Greville Interchanges has been introduced
to the Project to provide more space for traffic to weave safely and the proposal has been approved by
safety engineers at the NZ Transport Agency and by the safety reviewers. However, this section of
weaving will be very busy, with maximum arrival flows of around 7,200 vehicles/hour (in the five lanes)
during the evening peak. Ramp signals are proposed on the SH18 to SH1 (north) connection in order
to manage the flow levels in the weaving area within the weekday evening peak.
Widening of the northbound motorway, on the approach to the northbound Greville off ramp, will
increase the rate that traffic can reach the sections further to the north, leading to the need to provide
the additional (third) lane across the Greville interchange, and the additional (fourth) lane north from
the Greville on ramp.
As noted in Section 3.15 above, the existing third (kerbside) lane north from the Greville on ramp
currently operates as a climbing lane for slow moving/heavy vehicles, and surveys indicate that there
is a significant speed differential between these vehicles and cars/light vehicles in the adjacent lanes.
Given this speed differential and the safety implications associated with the speed and number of
northbound motorists mixing with slow moving vehicles, the continued provision of three lanes north of
the Greville on ramp was highlighted as a risk by the safety reviewers. The outcome of this has
resulted in the need to provide an additional (fourth) lane through to the Oteha Valley Interchange.
The maximum arrival flow is predicted to be about 5,100 vehicles/hour, in the evening peak. If this
figure includes 7% HCVs, this would imply about 4,750 vehicles/hour in two lanes, if the additional
lane was not provided, and if all cars/light vehicles tried to avoid the slow/climbing lane.

7.3.6

Southbound Capacity on SH1

The Project is to include the following improvements southbound on SH1:




An additional (third) lane will be provided across the Greville Interchange;



There will be a lane drop, from four to three lanes, at the new connection to SH18, but the third
lane will continue beyond the Upper Harbour southbound off ramp.

Additional (third and fourth) lanes are to be provided between the Greville Interchange and the new
SH18 westbound connection; and

As noted above, a particular issue in the design of the Project has been the weaving of northbound
traffic between the Upper Harbour and Greville Interchanges. Weaving of southbound traffic also
needs to be considered, but the situation is somewhat different:

25

Weaving occurs where a stream of traffic on a motorway must change lanes to the right, while a second stream of traffic must
change across the same lanes to the left, within a short section of motorway. Depending on the volume of traffic and the length
of the weaving manoeuvres, these may result in conflicts and safety concerns.
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Conditions southbound on SH1 are very congested during the busy morning peak period, with
slow moving traffic already regularly extending back to Oteha Valley Road as a result of
downstream constraints on SH1; and



Some southbound traffic is expected to reroute from SH1 via the Auckland Harbour Bridge, to the
Western Ring Route, but traffic conditions on SH1, south of the Upper Harbour Interchange, are
expected to continue to be congested, meaning that the weave between the Greville and Upper
Harbour Interchanges is expected to be at fairly slow speeds during the morning peak period; and



The peak southbound flows in the morning peak are generally lower than those northbound in the
evening peak.

As noted above, the provision of additional southbound lanes on the motorway, between the Greville
and Upper Harbour Interchanges will allow a greater rate of flow to join the motorway than is currently
the case. The satisfactory weaving of traffic will need to include continued ramp signals on the
Greville Interchange southbound on ramp (and other ramps to the north) – even though these signals
will be able to allow more traffic through than is currently the case. However, the information within
Tables E1 and E5 (within Appendix E) indicates that while more traffic will be able to pass through the
Greville and Upper Harbour interchanges as a result of the Project, the Project is expected to lead to a
reduction in arrival flows south of the Upper Harbour interchange, in both the weekday morning and
evening peaks, due to the expected reassignment of some traffic from SH1 to SH18 (and the Western
Ring Route). Table E3 indicates that arrival flows south of the Upper Harbour Interchange are
predicted to be the same in the inter peak, without and with the Project.
The reductions in arrival flows during the morning peak period, south of the Upper Harbour
Interchange, relative to the Future Reference Case, can be expected to improve conditions back from
the SH1/Esmonde Road bottleneck, during this congested time period.

7.3.7

State Highway Operation on Weekends

The weekend peak periods have not expressly been modelled. However the operation of the Northern
Motorway during weekends has been assessed by factoring up model outputs from the forecast 2031
inter peak periods. Table 21 below compares the arrival traffic flows for the southbound sections of
the Southern Motorway, for:




The existing weekday inter peak and weekend peaks;



The estimated 2031 weekend peak with and without the Project, obtained by factoring the existing
weekend peak flows by the percentage growth in inter peak flows.

The predicted 2031 weekday inter peak with and without the Project, based on SATURN model
outputs; and

In the below table, sections of motorway that are currently operating at or close to capacity, or
predicted to in the future, are highlighted red.
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Table 21

Southbound Arrival Traffic Flows per Hour on SH1, Weekday Inter Peak and Weekend Peaks

Existing Traffic
Volumes

2031 Reference
Case Traffic
Volumes

Weekday
Inter Peak

Weekend
Peak

Weekda
y Inter
Peak

Weekend
Peak

2,150

2,650

2,600

2,000

2,500

3,400

Existing Lane
Layout

Project
Lane
Layout

2031 Project Traffic
Volumes
Weekday
Inter Peak

Weekend
Peak

2,800

2,850

3,550

2,250

2,800

2,700

3,400

3,750

3,800

4,200

4,900

5,450

2,650

2,950

2,850

3,150

2,850

3,200

3,900

4,200

4,100

4,400

4,100

4,400

3,050

3,200

3,550

3,700

3,550

3,700

3,950

4,150

4,500

4,700

4,450

4,700

3,300

3,450

3,550

3,700

3,500

3,650

3,950

4,050

4,450

4,550

4,400

4,500

Currently southbound traffic flows during the weekend peak operating at capacity between Greville
and Upper Harbour interchanges, and between Upper Harbour and Tristram interchanges. Without
the Project, this is predicted to continue to be the case, albeit to a greater degree. With the Project,
southbound weekend traffic flows between Greville and Upper Harbour interchanges are predicted to
operate within capacity. Between the Upper Harbour and Tristram interchanges, the increases in
traffic able to pass through from the sections of motorway to the north are predicted to be offset by
increases in traffic switching from SH1 to SH18. As a result, as noted in Section 7.3.6 above,
southbound traffic flows south of the Upper Harbour interchange with the Project are predicted to be
consistent with those without the Project, during the weekday inter peak, and therefore during the
weekend peaks, with comparable congestion expected.
It is noted that the same sections of motorway are predicted to operate at or close to capacity in 2031
between both the inter peak and weekend peaks (both with and without the Project). This indicates
that the southbound Project travel time benefits during the weekend peak are likely to be comparable
to those predicted for the inter peak.
Table 22 below goes on to present the same SH1 arrival traffic flows for the northbound direction.
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Table 22

Northbound Arrival Traffic Flows per Hour on SH1, Weekday Inter Peak and Weekend Peaks

Existing
Lane Layout

Existing Traffic
Volumes

2031 Reference Case
Traffic Volumes

Weekday
Inter Peak

Weekend
Peak

Weekday
Inter
Peak

Weekend
Peak

2,150

2,650

3,250

1,950

2,450

3,550

Project
Lane
Layout

2031 Project Traffic
Volumes
Weekday
Inter Peak

Weekend
Peak

4,000

3,350

4,100

3,000

3,750

3,150

3,950

4,050

4,700

5,350

5,250

6,000

2,700

3,000

3,600

4,000

3,600

4,000

4,000

4,050

4,750

4,800

5,000

5,050

3,150

2,950

4,000

3,750

4,150

3,900

4,250

3,950

5,100

4,750

5,200

4,850

3,500

3,300

4,050

3,800

4,150

3,950

3,950

3,750

4,500

4,300

4,600

4,400

Currently, the northbound sections of SH1 generally operate satisfactorily during the weekend peaks,
with the possible exception being the three to two lane merge above the Upper Harbour Interchange.
In 2031 without the Project, the northbound sections through both Upper Harbour and Greville
Interchanges are predicted to operate at or close to capacity, while the Project is expected to relieve
this congestion.
As a result, northbound weekend peak operations are predicted to be improved due to the Project,
more so than northbound inter peak operations.

7.3.8

Operation of Paul Matthews Road/Caribbean Drive Intersections

The proposed layout at the Paul Matthews Road/Caribbean Drive intersection is shown within Sheet 8
of the General Arrangement Plans.
Congestion is currently experienced by traffic heading to or from Paul Matthews Road and Caribbean
Drive onto or off SH18, and this is predicted to get worse following the completion of the Western Ring
Route (referring to the SH20 Waterview Connection and the upgrade works along the Northwestern
Motorway).
The Project will remove motorway to motorway traffic between SH18 and SH1 (north) from these local
intersections, but it will also change the two existing T-intersections (SH18/Paul Matthews Road and
SH18/Caribbean Drive) to a single signalised intersection which will also serve the new ramps to/from
SH18.
The SATURN model indicates that the Project will improve travel times for persons heading to/from
Paul Matthews Road and Caribbean Drive, from/to SH18.
The information within Appendix G indicates that:
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Both the SH18/Paul Matthews Road and the SH18/Caribbean Drive intersections will be operating
over capacity, with the Future Reference Case, with volume to capacity ratios of up to 107% at
both intersections in the morning peak, and up to 102% in the evening peak; and



The combined intersection, proposed as a result of the Project, is predicted to operate with
maximum volume to capacity ratios of 97% in the morning peak and 102% in the evening peak.

7.3.9

SH18/Unsworth Drive

The upgrade of SH18/Upper Harbour Highway to motorway standard will require the closure of the
existing left turn into Unsworth Drive (see Sheet 9 within the General Arrangement Plans). This is
currently a fairly lightly trafficked movement 26, and access to the northern end of Unsworth Drive will
still be possible via Caribbean Drive. As noted above, congestion in the Paul Matthews
Road/Caribbean Drive areas is predicted to get worse between now and 2031 if the Project does not
proceed, and the SATURN model indicates that access to Unsworth Drive from Paul Matthews Road
or Caribbean Drive will be quicker as a result of the Project, despite the closure of the direct access
from SH18 to Unsworth Drive.
25F

7.4

Effects on Pedestrians and Cyclists

The Project proposes implementation of 3.0 m shared use paths parallel to SH1 from Oteha Valley
Road to Constellation Bus Station, and parallel to SH18 from Albany Highway to Constellation Bus
Station.
The proposed SH1 shared use path is located on the eastern side of the motorway and busway
corridors, with connections to the wider network at Oteha Valley Road, Masons Road, McClymonts
Road, Spencer Road, Greville Road, Rosedale Road, Arrenway Drive and at Constellation Bus Station
The proposed SH18 shared use path is located to the north of SH18 at its western end, connecting
Albany Highway, William Pickering Drive, an existing shared use path beneath SH18 at Alexandra
Stream, and at Paul Matthews Road. The proposed shared use path would then cross SH18 via the
realigned Paul Matthews Road, continuing east to the south of Upper Harbour Highway with
connections at Caribbean Drive and Constellation Bus Station.
Figure 37 illustrates how the proposed new cycle infrastructure delivered by the Project integrates
with the surrounding existing and proposed cycle infrastructure.

26

Peak hour traffic volumes when surveyed on Tuesday 9 August 2016 were 170 vehicles/hour in the morning peak, 85
vehicles/hour in the inter peak, and 105 vehicles/hour in the evening peak
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Figure 37

Auckland Cycle Network, Post Project

Legend
Existing Cycle Infrastructure
Proposed Cycle Infrastructure
NCI Cycle Infrastructure

Source: Base Map from Auckland Transport

In general, the shared use paths proposed will provide connections where presently there are none,
and as a result, the effects of the Project on walking and cycling are considered to be positive.
Connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists will be significantly improved both north-south along the SH1
corridor and east-west parallel to SH18 through the provision of continuous, safe, shared paths along
these corridors, bridging a significant gap in the existing walking and cycling network.
The Project will also assist in remedying the past severance caused by the motorway corridors, by
providing new pedestrian and cyclist connections across these corridors, at:



McClymonts Road where the southern side of the existing bridge over SH1 will be fitted with a new
footpath where presently there is none; and



Paul Matthews Road, where a new shared use path will provide north-south connectivity across
SH18, improving access to the North Harbour Hockey stadium, North Harbour Industrial area and
the Unsworth Heights community.

The Project will generally support recent Auckland Transport pedestrian and cyclist improvements on
Oteha Valley Road, Greville Road, Rosedale Road and Albany Highway.
The Project is in general expected to result in reduced traffic on existing arterial routes, as discussed
in Section 7.1. This will indirectly benefit both pedestrians and cyclists, particularly vulnerable road
users such as school children. The most notable among improved routes (based on 2031 forecasts)
include:



Albany Highway, where predicted traffic reductions of up to 22% will benefit active mode users at
Albany Primary School, Albany Junior High School, Kristin School, Albany Senior High School and
Massey University;



Bush Road and Rosedale Road, where predicted traffic reductions of up to 14% and 19%
respectively will benefit active mode users at Pinehurst School; and



East Coast Road where predicted traffic reductions of up to 8% will benefit active mode users at
Rangitoto College.
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Conversely, increased traffic on routes such as Albany Expressway and Greville Road will adversely
affect pedestrians and cyclists.
In summary, the Project’s effects on pedestrians and cyclists are positive and the Project will result in
significantly improved safety and connectivity outcomes for active modes.

7.5

Effects on Public Transport

The Project includes the extension of the Northern Busway from the Constellation Bus Station to the
Albany Bus Station. The current route used by buses north of Constellation Bus Station includes
some dedicated facilities, some shoulder running along the motorway, plus some sections of road
where buses can be caught up in general congestion. This is particularly the case for northbound
buses passing through the Upper Harbour Interchange.
The Project will, therefore, offer benefits for public transport in terms of providing quicker and more
reliable journeys by bus, as a result of the following improvements:




A two lane dedicated busway alongside the Northern Motorway;



At the southern end, the busway will pass over Constellation Drive, and tie into Constellation Bus
Station. This will require changes within the Constellation Bus Station, including the provision of a
new platform for northbound buses.

At its northern end, the busway will include a connection over the motorway, into the Albany Bus
Station; and

The above improvements will lead on to benefits in terms of reduced travel times for buses and
improvements in the reliability of bus services. The provision of reliable bus services should assist to
increase patronage.
As highlighted previously, the Project is expected to reduce general traffic volumes on several arterial
roads in the area. These reductions will provide indirect benefits to public transport operators and
users, by reducing congestion on these routes and improving bus travel times, where bus priorities are
not already in place. Key among these will be East Coast Road, Bush Road, Rosedale Road, Apollo
Drive, Paul Matthews Road, William Pickering Drive and Sunset Road, each of which are predicted to
experience reduced traffic. It is noted however that while a significant reduction in traffic is predicted
on Albany Highway, this route has recently gained T2 lanes, so will benefit somewhat less from the
reduction.

7.5.1

Travel Time and Reliability Benefits

Table 23 below presents the predicted average travel times for buses travelling between Albany and
Constellation Bus Stations in 2031, based on the SATURN models.
Table 23

Predicted 2031 Bus Travel Times, Albany to Constellation

Travel Time Without
Project

Travel Time With Project

Travel Time Difference

Northbound Southbound Northbound Southbound Northbound Southbound
Morning Peak

7:35

7:50

3:35

3:35

-4:00

-4:15

Inter Peak

8:10

8:20

3:35

3:35

-4:35

-4:45

Evening Peak

14:15

7:55

3:35

3:35

-10:40

-4:20

Section 3.16 previously demonstrated that existing average northbound bus travel times range from 5
minutes off peak to 7 minutes during the evening peak. In 2031, and without the Project, travel times
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are predicted to increase to 8 minutes through the day, rising to over 14 minutes in the evening
commuter peak due to congestion passing through Upper Harbour Interchange. This forecast
average evening peak travel time broadly matches the existing maximum observed northbound travel
time.
The existing average southbound bus travel times from the Albany Bus Station to the Constellation
Bus Station ranged from 5 minutes off-peak through to 8 minutes during the morning peak period. In
2031 and without the Project, average southbound travel times are predicted to be 8 minutes
throughout the day. In this instance, southbound bus travel times are expected to be less susceptible
to increasing general traffic congestion than northbound buses, due to the existing southbound bus
shoulder running lanes on SH1 and southbound bus priority through the Greville Road Interchange.
The Project is predicted to substantially reduce forecast 2031 bus travel times to approximately 3½
minutes in both directions and in all time periods. Consistent travel times are predicted regardless of
direction and time period, as the proposed Northern Busway Extension will remove bus services from
general traffic congestion for the entire route between the Albany and Constellation Bus Stations. Bus
travel times on the busway extension will instead be governed by the operating speeds of the
proposed busway extension.
The reduced travel times will result in operational travel time savings for bus operators, as well as
travel time savings for passengers – see Section 7.5.2 for forecasts of passenger numbers affected.
The predicted travel times will also result in travel time reliability benefits for both bus operators and
passengers, particularly for northbound services during the evening peak.

7.5.2

Patronage Benefits

Table 24 below presents the bus patronage forecasts on SH1 under the Future Reference Case, and
on the Northern Busway under the Project scenario. Patronage projections are shown for 2021 and
2031, for a location north of Constellation Bus Station, and have been obtained from the ART model.
Table 24

Predicted Patronage (Two hour volumes in passengers)

Without Project

With Project

Difference

Northbound

Southbound

Northbound

Southbound

Northbound

Southbound

Morning Peak

1,260

3,670

1,360

3,960

+100 (8%)

+290 (8%)

Evening Peak

3,130

1,320

3,590

1,420

+460 (15%)

+100 (8%)

Morning Peak

1,610

4,500

1,730

4,850

+120 (7%)

+350 (8%)

Evening Peak

3,800

1,680

4,390

1,800

+590 (16%)

+120 (7%)

2021

2031

The model predicts that in both 2021 and 2031, the proposed Northern Busway Extension will result in
increases in bus patronage between the Albany and Constellation Bus Stations. The patronage in the
morning peak period is predicted to increase by some eight percent in both northbound and
southbound directions, while the increases in the evening peak are predicted to be around fifteen
percent in the northbound direction and seven or eight percent in the southbound direction.
The forecast increases in bus patronage are significant, with over 700 additional bus passengers
predicted during the evening peak in 2031.
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The maximum forecast patronage is 4,850 persons travelling southbound in the morning peak (two
hour) period. This is well within the expected capacity of 4,000 persons per hour, in the peak
direction, noted in Section 6.2 above, based on the expected number of buses.
The largest increases are predicted in the northbound direction during the evening peak. This reflects
the significant northbound evening peak bus travel time saving predictions presented in Section 7.5.1
previously. These new bus passengers will be a combination of:




New trips not previously undertaken;



Existing trips by other modes that switch to public transport.

Existing bus passenger trips that reroute via the Northern Busway Extension (with for example a
user choosing to catch the Northern Express from Albany to Constellation, followed by an onward
bus to Glenfield, rather than a direct Albany-Glenfield bus via Albany Highway); and

This latter behaviour change will in particular result in benefits for the Project, by removing vehicle
traffic from the road network during the commuter peak periods. This in turn will provide wider network
benefits in the form of reduced private car travel times, improved travel time reliability, and reduced
congestion, emissions, vehicle operating and crash costs.
The increased patronage expected on the Northern Busway due to the Project will result in increased
passengers at the busway stations, as well as increased passengers on feeder bus services. The
increases at the busway stations will in turn result in:






Increased demand for car parking in and around these stations;
Increased demand for ‘kiss and ride’ (i.e. pick up or drop-off) facilities at these stations;
Increased demand for walking and cycling facilities to and from these stations; and
Increased passengers on feeder bus services to and from these stations.

As noted previously, up to 700 additional passengers (two way) are predicted during the evening peak
period in 2031 due to the Project. There is currently very limited spare parking capacity at or adjacent
to the busway stations. However, additional parking spaces are to be provided at the Silverdale,
Albany and Constellation Bus Stations, as proposed within Auckland Transport’s parking strategy (see
Section 6.2.4). Perhaps more importantly, Section 6.2.2 noted that it is to be expected that a greater
proportion of bus users will walk or cycle to the busway stations in the future, and the proposed new
bus network being rolled out by Auckland Transport in 2018 will also encourage more use of feeder
bus services serving the Albany and Constellation Bus Stations. The Project is predicted to lead to
reductions in traffic flows on a number of routes serving these busway stations, allowing improved
levels of service for buses on these routes. An increase in flows is forecast along the eastern section
of Oteha Valley Road, but as noted within Section 6.2.2, Auckland Transport may implement transit
lanes along that route.
It is noted that the Albany Bus Station carpark operates at 100% occupancy on weekdays, and has
done so since it was expanded to 1,100 spaces in 2012. Busway patronage has grown by 25% per
annum over this period 27, with much of this led by growth at Albany (the busiest station). It is expected
that this growth has been enabled by an increase in walking, cycling and feeder bus use, rather than
an increase in park and ride, and this trend is expected to continue into the future.
26F

Also, we are aware that Auckland Transport is considering enhancements to the Albany Bus Station,
with perhaps an additional platform for buses at the station.

27

197,000 boardings in October 2012, 392,000 in October 2016; Auckland Transport
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7.6

Effects on Freight

The effects of the Project on freight traffic will generally be the same as those for general traffic, as the
only existing freight facilities on the network are the bypass lanes at some of the ramp signals.
Figure 38 illustrates the forecast daily HCV movements on the motorway network and the surrounding
arterial network in 2031 with the Project. Also shown is the predicted increase/decrease, relative to
the 2031 Reference Case.
Figure 38

Forecast 2031 Daily Heavy Commercial Vehicle Movements with Project (two-way) (changes due to
Project in brackets)

1,150 (-250)

Source: Base Map from Google

SH1 is one of Auckland’s primary freight routes, with up to 5,200 daily heavy vehicle movements
between the Greville and Upper Harbour Interchanges in 2015. In 2031 without the Project, this is
expected to increase to approximately 6,600 HCVs per day. SH18 currently carries fewer freight
movements, but it still carries a significant volume, with 1,050 daily heavy vehicle movements between
Unsworth Drive and Paul Matthews Road. This latter figure is expected to increase as a result of the
completion of the Western Ring Route, and 1,500 HCVs per day are predicted in 2031 without the
Project. The Project is predicted to consolidate HCV movements onto the motorway network, in turn
removing some HCVs from the local road network 28.
27F

The Project will provide direct benefits to through freight movements by reducing motorway travel
times on both SH1 and SH18. In addition, the SH18 to SH1 (north) direct connection is to include
ramp signals for general traffic, with a bypass lane for trucks. As such, trucks will be able to bypass
these signals when they operate.

28

It is acknowledged that the SATURN traffic model does not model cars and HCVs separately. Therefore the forecast
changes in HCVs are derived from the forecast changes in total traffic volumes
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Benefits will also be gained by freight movements on arterial roads, most notably Bush Road,
Rosedale Road, Apollo Drive and William Pickering Drive. Each of these arterial routes supports
industrial activity within the North Harbour Industrial Area, Constellation and Apollo Business and
Retail areas, and each are predicted to experience reductions in traffic as a result of the Project.
Freight activity to the Albany Metropolitan Centre will also benefit from the Project.

7.7

Crash Assessment

As noted previously, the Project is expected to result in an increase in traffic on the SH1 and SH18
motorways and on Greville Road, Oteha Valley Road and Albany Expressway, with corresponding
reductions in traffic elsewhere on the local network. If all other factors are equal, the likelihood of a
crash could be expected to increase where traffic volumes increase, and decrease where traffic
volumes reduce.
In the absence of other factors therefore, the likelihood of crashes on SH1 and SH18 could be
considered to increase due to the increase in exposure. However, the risk of crashes occurring is
expected to reduce as a result of the Project, because the Project includes improved safety elements
compared to the Reference Case, by:



Removing motorway to motorway traffic from the local road network, especially with regards to
freight;




Removing right turn movements from SH18 at Paul Matthews Road and Caribbean Drive;






Improving street lighting throughout the Project extent;



Providing safe, separated pedestrian and cyclist facilities.

Reducing congestion and queuing on SH1, thereby reducing the incidence of rear-end type
crashes;
Improving existing crash barriers;
Providing increased shoulder widths;
The improvements to the shoulder widths will allow forward visibility to be improved at certain
locations; and

It is noted that the Project will result in some increase in weaving traffic movements, as documented in
Sections 7.3.5 and 7.3.6. These weaving movements are however being mitigated by:



The proposed fourth and fifth northbound lanes between the Upper Harbour and Greville
Interchanges, providing more road space for northbound weaving traffic movements to shift lanes
safely;



The use of ramp signals on the SH18 to SH1 northbound link during the evening peak period, to
manage flow levels within the northbound weave area;



The proposed third northbound lane through the Greville Interchange, and the fourth lane north of
Greville Interchange, to separate out lower speed heavy vehicles joining the motorway at Greville
Road from higher speed traffic in adjacent lanes;



The proposed third and fourth southbound lanes between the Greville and Upper Harbour
Interchanges, providing more road space for southbound weaving traffic movements to shift lanes
safely;



Continued use of southbound ramp signals at Oteha Valley Road and Greville Road, to manage
flow levels within the southbound weave area; and



The proposed third southbound lane drop within the Upper Harbour Interchange, providing
additional distance for traffic entering at Greville Road (lane four) to merge into the through lane
(lane two), relative to a layout where the third lane exits at Upper Harbour.
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Together, the above mitigation measures have been approved by safety engineers at the NZ
Transport Agency and by the safety reviewers. The net effect of the weaving manoeuvres and the
proposed mitigation is considered crash-neutral, and after completion of the Project, the sections of
SH1 in question are expected to operate with typical crash rates for urban motorways.
Predictions of the crash rates for SH1 and SH18 in 2031 with and without the Project are provided in
Table 25. Crash rates (and implications of the Project) have been evaluated according to the
procedures documented in the Transport Agency’s Crash Estimation Compendium, and differ on each
section of roadway according to:




The availability of historical crash data;



The type of roadway (generally motorway, except the existing urban arterial section of SH18 from
Albany Highway to SH1).

Whether the Project results in a ‘fundamental change’ to the operation of each section of road,
such as by the addition of extra lanes; and

Table 25

2031 Typical Injury Crash Rates and Site Specific Injury Crash Rates

Road

Ref Case
Site
Specific
Crash
Rate

Project
Typical
Crash
Rate

Change
in Crash
Rate

Ref Case
Site
Specific
Crash
Rate

Northbound

Project
Typical
Crash
Rate

Change
in Crash
Rate

Southbound

SH1 Oteha Valley Road interchange

2.34

0.70

-70%

0.71

0.75

+6%

SH1 Oteha Valley Road to Greville Road

2.14

2.22

+4%

3.64

1.18

-68%

SH1 Greville interchange

1.82

0.79

-57%

1.74

0.91

-48%

SH1 Greville Road to Upper Harbour

2.59

3.16

+22%

2.40

3.19

+33%

SH1 Upper Harbour interchange

6.59

2.26

-66%

4.86

1.25

-74%

SH1 Upper Harbour Tristram Avenue

6.60

7.18

+9%

3.19

3.16

-1%

SH1 Total

22.1

16.3

-26%

16.5

10.4

-37%

Eastbound

Westbound

SH18 Greenhithe Road to Albany
Highway

2.04

2.30

+13%

1.69

2.02

+20%

SH18 Albany Highway interchange

0.33

0.47

+45%

0.37

0.69

+84%

SH18 Albany Highway to SH1

2.04

1.37

+33%

1.88

1.50

-20%

SH18 Total

4.4

4.2

-6%

3.9

4.2

+7%

Both Directions
Motorway Network Total

46.9

35.1

-25%

The Project is predicted to result in mixed changes in crash rates on the various sections of the State
highway network, with reductions through those sections of motorway that the Project will
fundamentally change, particularly on SH18 east of Albany Highway, where the existing urban arterial
will be upgraded to motorway standard.
Increased crash rates are predicted on sections of motorway where increased traffic is expected but
are not being improved by the Project, particularly on SH18 west of Albany Highway. The net effect
on the motorway network is expected to be a reduction in annual injury crashes from 39 to 27 on SH1
(31% reduction), and to remain constant at 8 annual crashes on SH18. Overall, the Project is
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predicted to result in a 25% reduction in crashes on the section of motorway network assessed,
relative to the 2031 Reference Case.
The Project is expected to generally reduce traffic volumes on the local road network, with traffic
volumes on roads such as Albany Highway expected to reduce by up to 22% (as compared with the
future scenario without the Project). This is illustrated in Figure 39, which shows the predicted
percentage change in two-way daily traffic volumes on the local road network. While not separately
assessed by the above method, this is expected to generally reduce the rate of crashes occurring on
the local road network by an equivalent proportion.
Figure 39

2031 Predicted Percentage Change in Two-Way Daily Traffic Flows with Project

Similarly, the Project will provide off road cycle facilities, thereby shifting existing cycle trips from
parallel routes without cycle infrastructure, such as East Coast Road and Bush Road, reducing the
incidence of cycle crashes on these routes.
The Project may change the severity of crashes occurring on SH1 and SH18, in that faster operating
speeds will result in higher severity crashes. The Crash Estimation Compendium documents
proportions of crashes resulting in death and serious injury (DSI) as follows:



26% on midblock sections of roads with a 100 km/hr operating speed (e.g. uncongested
motorways);




22% on midblock sections of roads with a 70 km/hr operating speed; and
15% on midblock sections of roads with a 50 km/hr operating speed (e.g. congested motorways).

On the basis of the forecast travel times documented previously in Table 20 (Section 7.3.2), the
following average speeds and resulting proportions of total crashes that result in DSI are predicted on
SH18 and SH1 with and without the Project:
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Table 26

Predicted SH1 and SH18 Operating Speed Ranges and resulting Proportions of DSI Crashes 29
28F

2031 Reference Case

2031 Project

Average Speed
Range

Proportion of
DSI Crashes

Average Speed
Range

Proportion of
DSI Crashes

Morning Peak

18-59 km/hr

5%-18%

22-84 km/hr

7%-24%

Inter Peak

37-69 km/hr

11%-22%

45-77 km/hr

14%-23%

Evening Peak

21-41 km/hr

6-12%

34-54 km/hr

10%-16%

Increases in the proportion of DSI crashes on the motorway are predicted, with for example the
proportion of DSI crashes in the morning peak predicted to increase from 5%-18% to 7%-24%. From
a network perspective however, the overall number of DSI crashes is not predicted to change
significantly due to the Project, with potentially more DSI crashes on the motorway (due to higher
speeds) and fewer DSI crashes on the local road network (due to fewer crashes)
It is also expected that the above increases in DSI crash proportions on the motorway will be partially
mitigated by the proposed improvement in shoulder widths, medians and barriers. In addition, crash
severity on the local road network will reduce, where for example the existing 80 km/hr intersections of
SH18 with Paul Matthews Road and Caribbean Drive (27% DSI rate) will be replaced with 50 km/hr
intersections (13% DSI rate).
Table 27 presents a summary of the expected crash effects of the Project, in terms of crash exposure
(vehicle-km travelled), crash risk (crashes per vehicle-km travelled), annual crash rate, and crash
severity.
Table 27

Summary of Project Crash Effects

Road Type

Crash Risk
Crash Exposure
(crashes per
(veh-km travelled)
veh-km)

Crash Rate

SH1 and SH18
motorways

Increased

Reduced

Reduced

Increased

Motorway interchanges

Variable 30

No change

Variable

No change

Local roads

Reduced

No change

Reduced

Reduced

Overall Network

No change

Reduced

Reduced

Variable

29F

(crashes per year)

Crash Severity

Overall, the Project is expected to reduce crash rates (crashes per year), due to the predicted crash
rate reduction on SH1 and SH18 (refer Table 25), and due to the significant reduction in traffic on the
local road network. Crash severity effects will be variable, but on balance, the Project is expected to
deliver net crash benefits.

29

Proportions of DSI linearly interpolated between values in Crash Estimation Compendium
Reduced traffic generally predicted through Upper Harbour interchange ramps, increased traffic through Greville Road and
Oteha Valley Road ramps, and mixed changes at Albany Highway ramps.
30
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Assessment of Effects during
Construction

8

Traffic effects during construction have been assessed against a 2018 pre-construction Reference
Case model (i.e. a network without the infrastructure upgrades associated with the Project). This
model has been derived from interpolation of demands from the 2015 base model and the 2021
forecast model, in order to represent some level of increased demand to reflect land use development
currently underway, particularly in Long Bay and Albany Metropolitan Centre, and to reflect the
completion of the SH20 Waterview Connection and SH16 widening.
The predicted effects from these assessments are summarised in the following section.
It is understood that the precise method and sequencing of construction will be determined at a later
date, by the contractor. However, the Project Team has put together a possible, realistic staging
sequencing for construction activities, as set out in Section 6 of the Design and Constructability
Report. Construction is expected to take 3.5 years, but will affect different locations within the Project
area at different times.
It is also understood that the contractor will have to work within several constraints, as set out in the
proposed conditions. The main points to note from these proposed conditions are as follows:



Temporary speed limit reductions are to be expected along SH1 and along SH18, for the majority
of the construction period;



There is likely to be lane narrowing along SH1 and SH18, but the number of through traffic lanes
and the location and extent of bus shoulder lanes along SH1 and bus priorities at the interchanges
are to be retained as at present, as far as reasonably practicable. These restrictions are likely to
be in place for the majority of the construction period.



McClymonts Road is to be kept open for two way traffic throughout the construction period, as far
as reasonably practicable, by the development of an off line bridge. This is primarily to allow
eastbound buses from Albany Bus Station to reach the southbound bus only on ramp at
McClymonts Road, and to allow pedestrians from the east to reach the Albany Bus Station;



Rosedale Road is to be kept open for traffic and pedestrians throughout the construction period,
with one way shuttle working, with signalised control to be permitted; and



Access between SH18 and Paul Matthews Road is to be kept open for traffic throughout the
construction period, but right turn bans (to and from Paul Matthews Road) is to be permitted, to
allow the works to be implemented along SH18.

Therefore the main effects of the construction works identified to date relate to:





The effects of the speed limit and lane width reductions along SH1 and SH18;



The effects of construction related traffic heading to/from the sites.

The effects of potential temporary works on Rosedale Road, at the motorway bridge;
The effects of potential works along SH18 which may require the temporary banning of right turns
to/from Paul Matthews Road; and

8.1

Traffic Effects of temporary works along the motorway

The effects of temporary traffic management restrictions applied to SH1 (Oteha Valley Interchange to
south of Upper Harbour Interchange) and SH18 (Albany Highway Interchange to east of SH1) have
been assessed in a test, termed “Scenario A”. Generally these restrictions have reduced operating
speeds from 100 km/h to 80 km/h and from 80 km/h to 60 km/h, and reduced traffic capacities by 10%.
This assumption of a 10% reduction in capacity sits at the upper end of observed effects during the
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current works along the SH16 Causeway, and the previous works relating to the northbound auxiliary
lane between the Upper Harbour and Greville Interchanges.
The predicted effects of this construction scenario are summarised in Table 28, in terms of predicted
network-wide travel times. Little weight should be given to the absolute values, as the travel times
shown are dependent on the size of the network modelled. Instead, the travel time increases due to
the construction scenario can be compared to the Reference Case, and against the effects of
subsequent tests, set out below.
Table 28

2018 Model Summary Statistics – Total Travel Time (vehicle-hours)

Morning Peak

Evening Peak

Construction Scenario
Time

Difference

Time

Difference

Reference Case

19,920

n/a

19,000

n/a

Scenario A: Temporary motorway works

20,120

+200

19,290

+290

The temporary traffic restrictions are predicted to increase overall travel times by approximately 1% in
both peak periods, relative to the Reference Case, although it is recognised that this may highlight
some more significant differences at a local scale. Therefore, predicted travel times on the state
highway network are shown in Table 29.
Table 29

2018 State Highway Modelled Journey Times (mm:ss)

Morning Peak

Evening Peak

Construction Scenario
Time

Difference

Time

Difference

SH1 (Lonely Track Road to Sunnynook Road)
Northbound

6:00

6:35 (+0:35)

13:40

14:40 (+1:00)

Southbound

19:30

20:35 (+1:05)

8:40

9:00 (+0:20)

SH18 and Constellation Drive (Upper Harbour Bridge to East Coast Road)
Eastbound

12:45

13:00 (+0:15)

12:45

13:05 (+0:20)

Westbound

11:30

11:55 (+0:25)

14:50

15:55 (+1:05)

Journey times are predicted to increase by approximately 20 seconds, due to the speed reductions on
the motorways. Additional increases in journey times (i.e. over and above this 20 seconds) are a
result of increased congestion in the peak directions:




Southbound on SH1 in the morning peak; and
Northbound on SH1 and westbound on SH18 in the evening peak.

8.2

Effects of Other Temporary works

8.2.1

Effects on General Traffic

Six further temporary construction scenarios have been assessed, based on the work carried out by
the Project Team on realistic (temporary) construction scenarios. Each of these scenarios has been
assessed in conjunction with Scenario A above, as documented below:




Scenario B: Scenario A plus the full closure of the Rosedale Road underpass beneath SH1;
Scenario C: Scenario A plus Rosedale Road operating with only one lane for two way traffic, with
traffic signal controls (i.e. there will be one way working, at a time);
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Scenario D: Scenario A plus Rosedale Road operating as a one way (eastbound) link;



Scenario G: Scenarios A, C and F combined.

Scenario E: Scenario A plus Rosedale Road operating as a one way (westbound) link;
Scenario F: Scenario A plus Right turn movements into and out of Paul Matthews Road banned at
SH18; and

The results of these tests are summarised in Table 30, in terms of network-wide travel times.
Table 30

2018 Model Summary Statistics – Total Travel Time (vehicle-hours)

Morning Peak

Evening Peak

Construction Scenario
Time

Difference

Time

Difference

Reference Case

19,920

n/a

19,000

n/a

Scenario B: Rosedale Road closure

20,670

+750 (+4%)

19,750

+750 (+4%)

Scenario C: Rosedale Road signals

20,200

+280 (+1%)

19,490

+490 (+3%)

Scenario D: Rosedale Road eastbound

20,240

+320 (+2%)

19,720

+720 (+4%)

Scenario E: Rosedale Road westbound

20,640

+720 (+4%)

19,960

+960 (+5%)

Scenario F: Paul Matthews restrictions

20,460

+540 (+3%)

19,590

+590 (+3%)

Scenario G: Rosedale signals & Paul
Matthews restrictions

20,550

+630 (+3%)

19,690

+690 (+4%)

The following points are noted in terms of predicted overall travel times:




Evening peak effects are predicted to be greater than morning peak effects;



Operating Rosedale Road with two way, one lane working with traffic signals is predicted to result
in lesser effects than one way operation;



On Rosedale Road, eastbound operation is critical in the morning peak, while evening peak
operation is more balanced; and



Restrictions at Paul Matthews Road are predicted to result in smaller travel time increases than the
full Rosedale Road closure.

Understandably, full closure of Rosedale Road is predicted to result in greater effects than partial
or one way closures;

The predicted effects on key arterial routes are shown in Table 31. Where predicted changes are
greater than 10% of the Reference Case traffic flows, these have been highlighted red.
Table 31

Predicted 2018 Daily Flows – Scenarios B to G

Reference
case

B
Rosedale
Closed

C
Rosedale
Signals

D
Rosedale
E/bound

E
Rosedale
W/bound

F
G
Paul
Rosedale
Matthews Signals +
Paul
Matthews

East-West Daily Flows at SH1
Lonely Track Road

2,900

3,200

2,900

2,900

3,100

2,800

2,900

Oteha Valley Road

24,600

26,200

25,000

25,400

26,000

24,900

25,300

McClymonts Road

17,500

19,800

18,000

19,300

18,500

17,500

18,200

Greville Road

22,000

26,800

23,500

23,800

26,400

21,900

23,700

Rosedale Road

15,400

0

10,400

6,700

4,200

16,000

10,400
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Reference
case

B
Rosedale
Closed

C
Rosedale
Signals

D
Rosedale
E/bound

E
Rosedale
W/bound

F
G
Paul
Rosedale
Matthews Signals +
Paul
Matthews

Constellation Drive

30,900

33,000

31,400

31,600

32,600

31,700

32,100

Sunset Road

15,300

16,400

15,900

16,100

16,100

15,800

16,000

North-South Daily Flows north of SH18/Constellation Drive
Albany Highway

36,400

35,800

35,400

35,900

35,400

37,200

37,400

Paul Matthews
Road

21,100

24,200

22,000

22,600

23,600

15,400

15,900

SH1

77,300

79,700

77,300

77,800

79,400

80,300

80,700

Apollo Drive

19,800

20,000

19,900

19,300

19,700

20,900

20,900

East Coast Road

28,500

28,900

28,500

29,200

29,000

29,200

28,900

Restrictions to Rosedale Road (Scenarios B to E) are predicted to result in increased traffic flows on
McClymonts Road, Greville Road, Constellation Drive and Sunset Road, increasing pressure on these
routes. The most significant of these increases is on Greville Road, where increased congestion
during the peak periods is expected.
Two way, one way working on Rosedale Road is predicted to result in less traffic redistribution than
one-way operation, and eastbound operation is predicted to result in less traffic redistribution than
westbound operation.
Restrictions to Paul Matthews Road are predicted to result in relatively small changes in daily flows on
other routes north of SH18/Constellation Drive, less than 10% in all cases. Restricting right turn
movements at Paul Matthews Road in conjunction with signalising Rosedale Road is similarly
predicted to result in only modest changes in traffic flows.

8.2.2

Effects on Bus Operations

Auckland Transport’s proposed new bus network plan was shown previously in Section 6.2.1. The
temporary traffic restrictions tested above are generally expected to have the following effects on
these bus services:



It is understood that the existing extent of the bus shoulder lanes along the motorway and the bus
priorities at the interchanges, will be retained during the construction of the Project, as far as
reasonably practicable. As a result, impacts on Northern Express services and other bus services
on the SH1 main line are expected to be minor;



Rosedale Road will be used by the N66 Local service in both directions. The closure of the
Rosedale Road bridge, or one way operation, would therefore adversely affect this route; and



Paul Matthews Road will be used by the N78 Connector service and the N65 and N66 Local
services. The elimination of right turns into Paul Matthews Road will affect these routes.

Indirect impacts would also be felt by bus services that use routes not directly affected by the
proposed construction scenarios, but are predicted to experience increased congestion during these
scenarios. This notably includes the Northern Express (southbound) services on McClymonts Road,
which will be adversely affected by any increased congestion at the McClymonts Road/Medallion
Drive roundabout. To a lesser extent, the N6 route which is a ‘Frequent’ service operating at least
every 15 minutes, will be affected by any increased congestion on Oteha Valley Road and
Constellation Drive.
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8.2.3

Effects on Pedestrians and Cyclists

The following table summarises surveys of pedestrian and cyclist activity at Rosedale Road where it
crosses SH1, carried out on Thursday 7 July 2016.
Table 32

Rosedale Road Active Mode Trips

Eastbound

Westbound

Total

Peak Hour
Pedestrians

Cyclists

Pedestrians

Cyclists

Morning peak hour

5

4

2

2

13

Inter peak hour

4

3

5

0

12

Evening peak hour

3

2

14

3

22

If Rosedale Road was to be closed to pedestrians and cyclists during any stage of the works, this
would result in a significant detour, with the nearest alternative route across SH1 at Greville Road
being one to two kilometres longer (depending on origin and destination). The alternative route to the
south is less viable, as there are no footpaths on Constellation Drive west of Caribbean Drive, and
Constellation Drive is not suitable for cycling. Rosedale Road however carries very few active mode
trips in any of the surveyed periods, and the closure of this route to active trips would, as a result,
affect only relatively few users.
Pedestrians are currently not able to cross SH18 to get to Paul Matthews Road. Therefore the
temporary closure of the right turns, across SH18, will not adversely affect pedestrians.

8.2.4

Effects on Parking

The construction of the busway link over the Northern Motorway to Albany Bus Station is likely to
temporarily affect the capacity of the Park and Ride facility at Albany. This will need to be carefully
managed, and it is likely that some temporary parking areas may be provided to mitigate these effects.
It is noted that Auckland Transport currently owns the vacant block of land at 125 McClymonts Road,
immediately adjacent to Albany Bus Station. This land is approximately one hectare in size and could
be used for temporary busway parking during construction. Improved pedestrian connections would
be necessary to better connect this land to the station however.
A portion of the existing parking at Albany Bus Station is understood to be by users from the Hibiscus
Coast and rural Rodney, with 17% and 13% of Albany Bus Station park and ride users surveyed as
such in 2013. Accordingly, the temporary loss of parking at Albany Bus Station during construction
could be mitigated by additional parking at Silverdale Bus Station, where works to extend the existing
parking area are progressing.

8.2.5

Mitigation of Temporary Effects

The temporary effects of construction will be mitigated to a significant degree by the proposed
conditions, which as noted above, will require the following, as far as reasonably practicable:






The retention of the existing number of through traffic lanes along SH1 and SH18;
The retention of existing bus shoulder lanes along SH1 and bus priorities at interchanges;
The retention of vehicle and pedestrian connectivity on McClymonts Road, over SH1; and
The retention of at least one traffic lane on Rosedale Road, beneath SH1.

The effects of the construction should be further mitigated by the following measures:



By minimising disruption to public transport;
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By ensuring that any short period construction works which affect capacity are carried out during
time periods when they will cause least disruption;



By the provision of good advanced traveller information, such that travellers are aware of the likely
works and what travel alternatives are available; and



By active management of the network during the construction period.

8.3

Construction Support Areas

The General Arrangement plans provided within Volume 5 indicate six Construction Support Areas
(CSA). Further details relating to these proposed CSA are provided at Section 7.14 of the Design and
Constructability Report.

8.3.1

CSA 1 - Paul Matthews Road

CSA is to have access off Paul Matthews Road.
This CSA will provide a potential entry/ exit point for the construction zone of the north facing ramps.
The location affords access to a possible, unobstructed haul road to CSA 2, without having to use the
existing SH18 and hence potentially minimising traffic disruption.
This CSA is likely to include a welfare lunchroom and 10 car parking spaces
The yard may also contain a Project office, if an existing building on-site can be repurposed for this.

8.3.2

CSA 2 - North-facing ramps

The CSA in the vicinity of the north-facing ramps is likely to have access via a potential haul road from
the site on Paul Matthews Road.

8.3.3

CSA 3 – Greville Road West

The proposed CSA on Greville Road west is likely to have access from Albany Expressway.
This CSA is likely to include an office, a welfare/lunchroom and 10 car parking spaces.

8.3.4

CSA 4 – McClymonts Road

A CSA is likely to be required south of McClymonts Road, and is likely to have an access on the
northbound SH1 carriageway and via a potential haul road from CSA3.
This CSA is likely to include a welfare/lunchroom and 10 car parking spaces.

8.3.5

CSA 5 – Rosedale Road

Access to this CSA will likely be via Arrenway Drive.
This CSA is likely to include a welfare/lunchroom and 10 car parking spaces.
A Project office may be located at this CSA (as an alternative to the Project office proposed for CSA1).
This CSA is also a favourable location for an earthworks/ storage compound, affording possible offline
access to the SH1 and Moro Pond.

8.3.6

CSA 6 – Greville Road East

The proposed CSA on Greville Road east is located within Zone 7, and will likely have access from
Greville Road.
This CSA is likely to include a welfare/lunchroom and 10 car parking spaces.
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9

Sensitivity Tests on Transport
Assessment

9.1

Effects of Alternative Traffic Forecasts for 2031

The traffic effects documented in this technical assessment are based on 2031 traffic projections.
There is an inherent level of uncertainty around these projections, and they may in actuality vary due
to (among others):






Differing patterns of land use development to those assumed;



Changes to the costs of travel.

Differing background transport investment to that assumed;
Technological changes that affect how we travel;
Behavioural changes that affect how we travel (noting that behaviour change is currently taken into
account, based on the ART model forecasts); and

There is currently no formal guidance within New Zealand on testing the issue of travel demand
uncertainty, but the NZ Transport Agency has stated that it is good practice to consider a range of
forecasts 31, and a recent paper prepared for the New Zealand Transport Modelling User Group has
put forward suggestions on “good practices” 32.
30F

31F

Guidance on this issue can be taken from a UK Department of Transport publication 33, which
recommends carrying out low and high growth tests, based on:
32F

P times the square root of the number of years after the base year
Where P is 2.5% for highway projects. In the case of the Project, the forecast 2031 demands are 16
years beyond the 2015 Base model, suggesting that tests could be carried out with demands 10%
lower and higher than the “default” forecast. However, it is accepted that this +/-10% should only be
taken as a “rule of thumb”, and attention should be given to local circumstances.
A test with +10% higher demands has been carried out, but a lower set of demands has instead been
derived by applying 2021 forecast demands to the 2031 network. This represents a scenario where
future land use development is significantly slower than currently expected for 2031, but it could
represent a scenario with, for example, significantly greater diversion of trips to public transport. 34
3F

The results of these demand sensitivity tests are summarised in Table 33 and Table 34, in terms of
forecast travel times on the motorway network.
Table 33

Forecast 2031 Morning Peak Journey Times (mm:ss), Demand Sensitivity Tests

Route Description

2021 Demands
2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case

Route 1 – SH18 Albany Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

8:00

3:40
(-4:20)

Default Demands
2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case
10:10

3:40
(-6:30)

+10% Demands
2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case
13:15

3:45
(-9:30)

31

Paper by G Bellis, NZ Transport Agency, to the 2013 NZMUGS Conference
Clark I (2016), “Travel Forecasting Uncertainty: Good Practice Note”, NZMUGS Conference
33
Department of Transport (2014), “TAG Unit M4, Forecasting and Uncertainty”
34
Section 5 referred to the development of 2041 forecasts. However, these assumed the provision of an Additional Waitemata
Harbour Crossing, which is not yet committed, so this test has not been used
32
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Route Description

2021 Demands
2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case

Default Demands
2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case

+10% Demands
2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case

Route 2 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH18 Albany Interchange

15:30

5:55
(-9:35)

18:55

6:30
(-12:25)

26:20

7:00
(-19:20)

Route 3 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to
Oteha Valley Road/Albany Highway
Intersection

8:50

7:35
(-1:15)

9:20

8:00
(-1:20)

11:25

9:30
(-1:55)

Route 4 – Oteha Valley Road/Albany
Highway Intersection to SH1 Tristram
Interchange

18:55

16:35
(-2:20)

21:25

18:30
(-2:55)

26:35

22:10
(-4:25)

Route 5 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

6:00

4:25
(-1:35)

6:25

4:30
(-1:55)

6:50

4:30
(-2:20)

Route 6 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH1 Tristram Interchange

18:30

14:20
(-4:10)

21:25

16:25
(-5:00)

27:20

19:30
(-7:50)

Route 7 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH18
Albany Interchange

8:25

6:55
(-1:30)

9:00

7:00
(-2:00)

9:55

7:30
(-2:25)

Route 8 – SH18 Albany Interchange to SH1
Tristram Interchange

14:25

13:20
(-1:05)

17:25

15:10
(-2:15)

23:50

19:50
(-4:00)

Table 34

Forecast 2031 Evening Peak Journey Times (mm:ss), Demand Sensitivity Tests

Route Description

2021 Demands
2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case

Default Demands
2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case

+10% Demands
2031
2031
ReferenceProject
Case

Route 1 – SH18 Albany Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

11:30

6:25
(-5:05)

12:55

6:45
(-6:10)

16:25

8:25
(-8:00)

Route 2 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH18 Albany Interchange

15:20

5:35
(-9:45)

16:10

6:00
(-10:10)

22:25

6:25
(-16:00)

Route 3 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to
Oteha Valley Road/Albany Highway
Intersection

15:50

9:45
(-6:05)

17:50

10:10
(-7:40)

22:15

11:00
(-11:15)

Route 4 – Oteha Valley Road/Albany
Highway Intersection to SH1 Tristram
Interchange

10:40

11:00
(+0:20)

11:45

12:15
(+0:30)

18:35

15:30
(-3:05)

Route 5 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

12:50

6:55
(-5:55)

15:05

7:30
(-7:35)

19:35

8:15
(-11:20)

Route 6 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH1 Tristram Interchange

7:55

6:25
(-1:30)

9:05

7:15
(-1:50)

12:30

8:35
(-3:55)

Route 7 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH18
Albany Interchange

14:05

7:50
(-6:15)

14:55

8:10
(-6:45)

20:25

9:10
(-11:15)

Route 8 – SH18 Albany Interchange to SH1
Tristram Interchange

9:10

7:50
(-1:20)

10:15

8:40
(-1:35)

12:10

11:45
(-0:25)

Under the low growth scenario with 2021 traffic demands, motorway travel times are understandably
predicted to reduce accordingly. Similarly, changes in travel times due to the Project are predicted to
lessen. Nonetheless, travel time reductions of up to ten minutes continue to be predicted (SH1 north
to SH18, morning and evening peaks), and reductions on other routes are generally predicted to be
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between one and six minutes. This demonstrates that the Project is expected to continue to provide
benefits to the network, even under a low demand future scenario.
If traffic demands are 10% higher than forecast, motorway travel times are predicted to be very much
longer than under the default scenario. The travel time savings due to the Project are also predicted
to significantly increase, with savings of up to 19 minutes predicted (SH1 north to SH18, morning
peak).
Forecast hourly traffic flows on the motorway network and on key local roads are additionally included
in Appendix H. Tables H5 and H6 in particular demonstrate a key issue relating to the operation of
the northbound section of SH1 during the evening peak. This is that while increases in demands are
forecast between the three tests 35, northbound from Tristram Avenue to the Upper Harbour
Interchange, the increases in arrival flows are predicted to be quite modest 36, due to the capacity of
the network to the south. This will limit the future increase in flows within the weaving section,
between the Upper Harbour and Greville interchanges.
34F

35F

9.2

Effects of Alternative Traffic Network in 2031

Section 6.2.3 above noted that the 2031 models assume the completion of a number of transport
projects that are not assumed to be complete in the 2018 (or 2021) models. That section also stated
that some form of transport improvements in these areas is likely, in response to land use changes,
but a sensitivity test has been carried out on the 2031 traffic forecasts but with the 2018/2021 network.
This sensitivity test examines a future scenario where land use development occurs as currently
predicted, but where investment in the transport network is delayed.
The results of this sensitivity test are summarised in Table 35 and Table 36 below, in terms of
modelled journey times on the motorway network.
Table 35

Forecast 2031 Morning Peak Journey Times (mm:ss), Demand Sensitivity Tests

Route Description

2031 Network & Demands
(Default Scenario)

2021 Network 2031
Demands

Reference
Case

Reference
Case

Project

Project

Route 1 – SH18 Albany Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

10:10

3:40
(-6:30)

11:35

3:45
(-7:50)

Route 2 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH18 Albany Interchange

18:55

6:30
(-12:25)

15:50

3:40
(-12:10)

Route 3 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to
Oteha Valley Road/Albany Highway
Intersection

9:20

8:00
(-1:20)

9:55

9:25
(-0:30)

Route 4 – Oteha Valley Road/Albany
Highway Intersection to SH1 Tristram
Interchange

21:25

18:30
(-2:55)

18:40

19:30
(+0:50)

Route 5 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

6:25

4:30
(-1:55)

6:30

4:30
(-2:00)

35

The forecast demands, northbound from Tristram Avenue to the Upper Harbour interchange are 5,870 vehicles/hour for the
test with 2021 demands, 6,120 vehicles/hour for the test with default 2031 demands and 6,800 vehicles/hour for the test with
2031 demands + 10%
36 The forecast arrival flows, northbound from Tristram Avenue to the Upper Harbour interchange are 5,670 vehicles/hour for
the test with 2021 demands, 5,840 vehicles/hour for the test with default 2031 demands and 6,000 vehicles/hour for the test with
2031 demands + 10%
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Route Description

2031 Network & Demands
(Default Scenario)

2021 Network 2031
Demands

Reference
Case

Reference
Case

Project

Project

Route 6 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH1 Tristram Interchange

21:25

16:25
(-5:00)

15:00

14:05
(-0:55)

Route 7 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH18
Albany Interchange

9:00

7:00
(-2:00)

10:05

6:50
(-3:15)

Route 8 – SH18 Albany Interchange to SH1
Tristram Interchange

17:25

15:10
(-2:15)

18:55

14:45
(-4:10)

Table 36

Forecast 2031 Evening Peak Journey Times (mm:ss), Demand Sensitivity Tests

Route Description

2031 Network & Demands
(Default Scenario)

2021 Network 2031
Demands

Reference
Case

Reference
Case

Project

Project

Route 1 – SH18 Albany Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

12:55

6:45
(-6:10)

15:00

7:55
(-7:05)

Route 2 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH18 Albany Interchange

16:10

6:00
(-10:10)

13:30

3:30
(-10:00)

Route 3 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to
Oteha Valley Road/Albany Highway
Intersection

17:50

10:10
(-7:40)

18:30

10:25
(-8:05)

Route 4 – Oteha Valley Road/Albany
Highway Intersection to SH1 Tristram
Interchange

11:45

12:15
(+0:30)

10:45

14:15
(+3:30)

Route 5 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH1
Oteha Valley Interchange

15:05

7:30
(-7:35)

15:15

7:05
(-8:10)

Route 6 – SH1 Oteha Valley Interchange to
SH1 Tristram Interchange

9:05

7:15
(-1:50)

5:05

4:50
(-0:15)

Route 7 – SH1 Tristram Interchange to SH18
Albany Interchange

14:55

8:10
(-6:45)

16:00

8:15
(-7:45)

Route 8 – SH18 Albany Interchange to SH1
Tristram Interchange

10:15

8:40
(-1:35)

12:00

9:55
(-2:05)

The sensitivity test demonstrates that, without the investment in the transport network expected
between 2018 and 2031, the Project is still predicted to result in significant journey time savings on the
motorway network. In some instances these savings are greater than in the default 2031 scenario, but
in other instances these savings are less.
In the case of Route 4 (SH17 to SH1 southbound), the Project is predicted to result in increased
journey times in both commuter peak periods. In this instance, the default scenario assumes that two
roundabouts on Rosedale Road (at Tawa Drive and Apollo Drive) will be replaced by traffic signals by
2031, increasing east-west capacity on this route and relieving pressure at the Greville Interchange.
Without these traffic signals in the sensitivity test, Greville Interchange is predicted to come under
increased pressure, which the Project is predicted to exacerbate.
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9.3

Effects of Alternative Traffic Forecasts for 2018

Section 6.2.3 above noted that the 2018 models assume the completion of the widening of SH16
between Lincoln Road and Westgate. It is most likely that these works will be completed before
construction works associated with the Project, but tests have been carried out on the effects of this
assumption. These tests indicated that the completion of the widening of SH16 is generally predicted
to lead to slightly greater temporary adverse effects associated with the Project, during the morning
peak, but slightly lower adverse effects in the evening peak. The difference in effects are generally
within.+/- 10%.
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10

Conclusions

This report has examined the transport effects of the Northern Corridor Improvements Project, and it
has demonstrated that the Project will achieve the following outcomes:



It will help facilitate interregional travel between Auckland and Northland by completing the
Western Ring Route to motorway standard;




It will improve connectivity of the SH1 and SH18 interchange;
It will improve safety, efficiency, reliability and the capacity of:




SH1 between SH18 and Albany; and
SH18 between SH1 and Albany Highway.



It will provide safe walking and cycling facilities adjacent to SH1 and SH18 and connections to local
transport networks; and



The extension of the Northern Busway from Constellation Bus Station to the Albany Bus Station will
allow the Project to significantly improve travel times and travel reliability for bus users.
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